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fisis tbasis prasaats a thsoratieal study of ttia plaomn 
fraqttMkoy spaotroBy spaeifLe h»mX and tha aquation of stata of 
solid aaasitai brradda* Tba study is basad on Kallaniaim* a aodal* 
Chap^r X is tha canaral introdaetion of tha thasia* This 
ohaptar eontains a ganaral account of tha various sodals usad in 
tha study of phomm spaetroa of diffarant solids* 
Chaptar XI eon tains a ganaral account of tha thaory of 
lattioa vibvations as davalopad by Bom and his oollaborators 
vitb a partieular ^iphasis on tha mrk of KaLIeraann as appliad 
to tha oasa of ionio orystals* 
Xn Chapter XII tha datarsiination of tha repulaiva or 
noB»eota.OBibian ooiqyling eoaffiol^ts of oaasiia bvoaida, (using 
Kallamann's aathod) avalu&ticm of i t s ph^on spaetrua and dis* 
parsion ralations and variation of spaoifie beat with taaparatura 
is baing diseussed* C^  varsus f and 6p varsus T eurvas shov 
tha usual b^aviour at lov tanparatura* The axtrapolatad valua 
of ( % )o is 140% and is in agraanant nith tha t^aoratical 
ealoulationa of Itershall* 
(Siaptar X? daals vith tha study of aquation of Stata of 
oaasiuB brsaida* Tha s^idy of aquations of stata of eaasiua 
bfwsida is baaad on tha aathod adopted by faraa and Dayal for 
aadiitt eblospida* Xt vas obaarradl that aorraspondlnf to tha 
foltna ratio 9 ^ X*Zl for soaa ¥a:v« vaotora aoaa of tha 
fraquenelas obtalnad by solvine tha saeular datarmlnant wv 
taaginarf* Iha faet that this ratio is isallar than tha msociwn 
volitaa ratio 1*87 for eaaaitn bromida at tha sialtisc point i s 
tha ohiaf point of invastigation of tha prassnt thasis. 8r«n 
tha usa of tha othar afailabla fonts of tha potantial anargy 
fanotions did not mtk% tha fraquenoiaa raaX for all Toloias. 
I t suggastod that tha usual fom of tha potantial anargy fonetion 
laads to tha instability of tha lattiea bafora i t aaltst A 
oarafQl snaiysis of tha problam shovad that tha contribution of 
tha attraetiTa tara in Bom and Mayar's tatprasaion for tha 
pot^itial anargy shotild ba largar than that giran in it* Thus 
i t was found neeassary that Bom and Mayor's potential should 
ba anguaantad by a tans thraa timaa largar than tha nomal Ts^ar 
waal*8 and dipola^uadrupola tara in ordar to obtain raal fraqua« 
neias at all voltsnas* !rha raaoral of nagativa roots| stability 
of tha lattiea naar tha aalting point and axplnaation of tha 
tharaal es^ansioD right froa tha ibsoluta aaro vp to tha aalting 
point fora tha stiblaot aattar of this Chi^tar* Basidas this 
tha aalting point| ooapraasibilitias at rarious tsaparaturas aid 
eohaaiTe snargy hava alao baen oaloulatad and eoaparad vith thair 
aspariaantal raiuaa* 
In Chi^tar V tha evaluation of pbonon spaetnai of eaaaitai 
broaida is dona^  using tha expression for tha potantial anargy 
given in the previous chapter* the study of variation of 
twat capacity with temperature and Debye temperature with 
tejBperature i s also completed. The curves of C^ versus f 
and 0^ versus T have most of the features in cooman with 
thosa obtained by other workers and also obtained in Chapter 
I I I . The extrapolated value of ( ^_D )Q i s also in agree-
ment with the resul t obtained by Marshall. 
Ti» renults of Chapter I I I and IV of tlie presfoit 
investigation have bo'^ n published in the followinf journals t 
( i ) Phys. S ta t . i:iol. a , 701 (1965), 
( U ) Proc, Phys. 3oc., ^ , 2S5-234 (1967). 
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This thesis presents a theoretical sttady of the phonon 
freqiMiiey speetrtM, specific heat and the equation of state of 
caesium bromide In Its solid state* The study Is based on 
Kellerrasnn*s model* 
1.1 ^mm 9f^m ,WQP; mmm mm < 
X-ray analysis has repealed that most of tha solids 
In general and solid caesium bremilde In particular form a 
latt ice by a periodic arrsngiiaent of tha atc»BS In three 
dimensions* For small dlsplacemmits It can be assuned that the 
atoms In a crystal are held together by hax^onle forces. This 
implies that the thermal inotlon of R atoms ean be treated as a 
collection of W Independent harmonic oscil lators (Eerzberg )• 
Einstein assumed that all the harmonic oscil lators vibrate 
with the same frequidMiy and succeeded in explaining the varla* 
tlon of specific heat of a s d l d with temperature* Hotrereri 
3 Einstein's theory failed to explain the observed T -behavlotir 
of specific hoat at low temperature* 
Dabye improired Einstein's model Mid obtained the 
fx^qu^cy distribution for continuous and elast lcai ly isotropic 
solid* AB the ntaaber of frequencies obtained for contlnun 
vere infinite, he Introduced the idea that the number of fre-
quencies should be noxiaallzed by cutting off the spectrum at 
a coamon limiting fraqu^ncy* Debya*s theory axplainad tha 
T^ . lav at low tttsparatura and i^ ood agraamant was obtained 
for Al» Cu, Ag, Pb, NaCl and Kcl ate. by using room tamper-
atura elast ic constants* But i f the elastic constants at 
absolute aero vere used there occurred marked discrepancies 
between the experimental and calculated results especially 
in tne case of hexagonal crystals l ike sine aid cadmium* In 
fact tlwre were three basic objections against Debye*3 the«ry« 
I t did not consider the crystalline structure of solids and 
also neglected the e last ic anisotropy and the frequency depe« 
nd^ice of the elast ic wave velocitr. Inspite of these draw-
backS| i t s ini t ia l success and the introduoticm of a single 
parameter % , known as Debye tmsperature for explainiAg 
the variation of specific heat with twaperature won for i t 
miveraal recognition. 
Bom and Karman^  also aevelop?»d the lat t ice theory of 
specific heat of solids* They studied the vibrations of one, 
two and tliree dimansional latt ices imder harmonic approximation 
ani observed that a discrete lat t ice has a natural cut off 
frequsney* They introduced their periodic boundary conditions 
or the cyclic posttdLate in order to normalise the modes of 
vibration of BR inf inite crystal (or in order to take into 
account al l the dist inct modes of vibration of an infinite 
lattice)* 
In a series of papers, Blackman® reviewed the lat t ice 
tiiAory of Bom von Karman and made ealeulatlons for a hjijothao 
Ueal monatomio ctibie lat t ice vith nearest and next nearest 
neighbour interactions between i t s atoms* His results sho^ K^l 
that a 6p versus T curve has a dip at low temperature BM this 
dip should be characteristic of al l the la t t i ces , Further, i t 
was also concluded that the truly T *^ region should l i e at tes^er* 
atures belo«r@p/5o« In fact Blackman*8 approach initiated the 
systematic study of the vibration spectra of a number of metallic 
and noaaetallio crystals* Toya^ has theoretically studied in 
detail the vibration spectra of monovalent and multivalent metals 
by extending Iiartree»?i90k method* A detailed study of the vibra-
ticmal spectra of alkali and transition metals has been done by 
DayaL and Sharan , sharan®, and Dayal aal SingfcP on the basis of 
de Launay't method. Clark^^ has also studied the vibration spectra 
of sev<»i bee eleisflnts considering f irs t and second nearest neighi* 
hour interaoticm. In another paper HendriekS| Riser and Clark 
have reported the restilts of a detailed st^idy of the vibration 
•peetra of Lithium and Tanadium on the basis of three differmit 
models and oeoicluded that none of these models is a satisfactory 
representaticm of either metal* Heo«ntly work on hexagonal type 
of crystals l ike beryllium and magnesium i s also being done* 
On the other hand the frequency distribution of thermal vibra-
tions and the specific heat at low temperatures of non-metallic 
crystals l ike potassium chloride and sodium chloride were investi-
gated by Lyddane and Herafeld^®, lona"^ ,^ Kellemanr^'* and 3owi 
and aiangl*. According to Bom's theory of ionic crystals, the 
atoms are ions with unit positive (or negative) charge, the 
binding being largely due to Cotilomb interaction between ions 
and the s tab i l i ty of erystal i s explained by assuming short range 
repulsive forces between nearest neighbours* 
Lyddane and Hersfeld modified Bom*8 model by considering 
that the ions are polarised by the e lec t r ic fields of the neigh* 
bouring icms* Hoverer, there vsre two basic objections against 
the method employed by th«!i : 
<i) timr neglected the fact that the overlap forces bet%feen 
the ions depend on tiie s ta te of polarisation of the 
i(a)s and vice versa* 
( i i ) trhey obtained two valt^is for the reststrahlen freqtiencyi 
One for the longitudinal mode and the other for the 
transverse mode* 
Kellermann considered electrodynamic interaction betve«n 
the ions and remov€Hi suecessfolly the obJeoti<»is against Lyddane 
and liersfeld*s vfork* ile used Bom*s model also knonn as Rigid 
Ion model and obtaisied the frequency spectrum and specific heat 
of soditm chloride in fa i r ly good agreement with the exp<$rim«!ital 
results* 
The vork on some of the a lka l i halides was also done by 
Ifi 17 
Karo ' using Kellenasain's model* Dayftl and Tripathi and Dayal 
and Sharan^^ pointed out for the f i r s t time the incorrect enumer* 
ation of the phase points and the omission of tlw phase point 
(7,7,1) in the vork done by Kellerciann ana Karo* 
Lattice dynamics of Botassitra chloride and soditan 
chloride have been discussed by Lundquist, Lundstons, Xe^ners 
19 
and Waller***^ These workers have modified Kellermann*a model. 
They have considered polarisation effects and introduo^M 
the concept of effective charge in thei r investigation* fhey 
have pointed out that since their method was rather ma appro* 
xlmate one, the agreement between the calculated and the 
measured values i s not very ^ood* 
Dick and Overhauser^^, Hanlon and Lawson "^^  took up a 
rigorous study of the polarisation effects by introducing a 
shel l model to mcotmt quantitatively for tlis d i e l ec t r i c 
properti&s of the a lka l i hal ides. 
In experimeaital sdnalysis of the vibration spectra of 
Sodixim iodide aaad potassium bromide done b^ / neutron spectro-* 
metry metteM has shown considerable deviations from those 
obtained theoretically using Kallermann*s metlKxl. The ealcu-
latod frequencies of longitudinal aodes are too high rsfd the 
frequencies of optic modes of wave number sero are incompatible 
vdth the high frequency and s t a t i c d ie lec t r ic constant. 
Woods, Cochran rind Brockhouse^have intarpretsd this 
discrepancy "s a consequence of neglecting the polarization 
effects and have explained tills on the shell model. In this 
fflodeli a rigid ion i s replaced by a polarizable i<m consisting 
of a rigid shell of electrons (assumed to have sero mass) and 
a massive ionic core. The l a t t i c e dynamics of such an ion has 
been developed fully id.th in the fr«mie work of Bom van Karman 
model* In a series of papers published recently, Cowley and 
23 Cochran have vorlced out this theory under six different 
approxlnatlons vtilQh are given beXov t 
( i ) neglecting the polarlxabillty of positive ion and 
considering that of negative ion only, 
(11) Short range interaction i s limited to nearest neigh* 
hours* 
( i l l ) Short rtnge interaction i s also considered for the next 
nearest neighbours* 
( iv) Polarlsabllity of positive ion i s also considered and 
asstnlng that the shell charge tm both the ions is 
the saoie, 
(v) Positive ion polarlsabllity i s arbitrarily fixed. 
(vi) All parameters occurring In equation are allowed to 
vary. 
The inclusion of the polarisation effects has consider-
ably improved tl^ calculated results and the agre^aent ^ t h 
trxose obtained experimentally i s now fairly good. The chief 
difficulty in extmdlng this model to study the vibration 
spectra of other alkali halides i s the large number of para-
meters involved in their equations of motl<»i. 9br sodit» 
iodide and potassium bromide these parameters are determined 
from the dispersion curves obtained experimentally by the least 
square f i t metiiod. I^ysically these parameters do not offer 
any satisfactory explttiation. On the other hand the rigid ion 
model involves a very small ntnber of parameters which cm be 
fixed from the accurately measured quantities Ilka e last ic 
constant etc. Cochran's words quoted below describe the 
present situation about the shell model adequately s 
*A nuBiber of different modifications proved almost 
equally good, howeveri azid i t i s not clear which, 
i f any, i s physically satisfactory* I t may be that 
quadrtQ}ole interactions should be taken into account 
in this approxlmatiofi. Similar results have been 
obtained for potassiimt bromide. It seems fair to siqr 
that there i s a reasonably satisfactory theory of the 
lat t ice vibrations of the alkali halides In the harmo-
nic approximations •" 
og 
Becently, Hardy has proposed another model which 
incluSes the polarisability of ion in a more natural way* The 
basic ass\:mption of this model i s that a plane wave ruxming 
through the lat t ice distorts i t chtfiging the symmetry of the 
l a t t i ce . Consequently the charge distribution at each latt ice 
site becomes different from that in the perfect la t t ice producing 
contribution of dipole, quadripole sand higher multipole terms 
all of which are of f irs t order in the amplitude* The problem 
has been solved under the dipole - dipole approximation neglec-
ting quadrupole and higher multipole terms* 
The interaction between atoms now consists of three 
parts I 
8 
(1) Long range Coulomb interact ion. 
( i i ) Short range repulsive interact ion. 
( i i i ) Dipole • Dipole interaction catised by the distort ion 
of the electrcmic charge dis tr ibut ion In the perturbed 
l a t t i c e . 
This model has been applied to a ntaaber of alkal i 
halides by Hardy and Karo and gives better agreemsnt vlth the 
experimental r e s u l t s . Alti:kough this model involves a lesser 
number of parameters than the shel l model, i t s t i l l introduK^es 
two deformation parameters ftg^(k). and b (k) which have been 
a rb i t r a r i ly put equal to sero without offering any Justification 
for doing so. 
The various models described above have been applied 
to the a lkal i halides vi th the KaCl type of s t ructure . The 
sodiimi chloride crystal has the full symmetry of face ooitred 
cubic l a t t i c e fac i l i t a t ing both experim«it and calculations. 
I t is interesting to note that from a l l a lka l i halides only 
three halides CsCl, CsBr and CaX crys ta l l i se in the body centred 
cubic syst^B. fhis discrepancy i s associated with the large 
volume of the caesium ion which permits tlui grouping of eight 
halide icms about i t s surfate. fhe l a t t i c e dynamics of these 
halides has been developed by modifying the various equations 
of the KaCl type of structure to this type. 
26 27 28 
Krishnan and Hoy , Marshall , Joshi ar^ d Mitra have 
calculated the Debjre temperature and the elastic constants 
of these halides* Krishnan and Hoy reported the same value of 
CL^  and C^ for all caesiun halides* Hee<mtly Zhadanove and 
Katalnikov^^f Zvyogina and Iverooova^, Gansen and Srinivasan^^, 
Sharan and Tevari*^^ have done a considerable arsoimt of work in 
the experimental as vei l as theoretical fi'^lds for these halides* 
Gansen and 3rinivasan have used Kellermann*8 model to study the 
temperature variation of Gruneisen parameter for arbitrary mass 
ratio of the caesium and halide icms* They have calculated the 
Coulcmbitti part of the coupling coefficients only in a few 
s^iBietry directions* For the f irs t time, detailed vibration 
spectrin and specific heat of CsCl and Csl have heeti stnr i^ed 
by Sharan and Te%mri. Recently Karo^ ,^ Krishnaourthy^ h«v» 
also done a detailed calculation of the frequ«3cy distribution 
for CsBr and Csl in order t« stt^y their Hmaan speetmm in Second 
order* Inspite of all this vork being done, sU.ll there i s a 
great need to develope the latt ice dynamics of these halides to 
solve some of the probloss given belov :<-
3 
(i) Sxperiments shov that at lov temperatures T • law 
breaks dovn in the case of eaesiiai halides* 
(ii) fheoretieally HaCl type of structure should be more 
stable than the CsCl type of structure, 
(iii) CaesiUB chloride undergoes a phase transformation to the 
WaCl type of structure before it melts whereas CsBr and 
Csl do not undergo such a transition. But the growth <t 
10 
CsBr and Csl from the /^apour phase on the cleavage 
surface of mica and LIF etc* takes place vith the 
Nace type of structure (Schuls)^. 
<lv) Th© experlcjwital data Ibr the sp<&cific heat at low 
t^aperatures and the vibration spectra of these halides 
i s not available, 
fhe present Investigation i s an attempt to study theo. 
retically the vibration spectra, equation of state. Linear 
expansion of the caesiui bromide midclng use of Sharan and 
levari*s data for CsOl type of structure. I t i s hop^ that 
a detailed study of these halides done experimentall'/ as well 
as theoretically v l l l be of great help in solving some of the 
problems given above* 
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This chapter contains a general account of the 
theory of l a t t i c e vibrations as developed by Bom and his 
collaborators with a par t icular emphasis on the vork of 
Kellermann as applied to the case of ionic c rys ta l s . 
x-\ ^^q^u^l 9f%m s^^si^ h^nm < 
Any Bravais l a t t i c e i s described conveniently in 
terns of three nonocoplmar vectors which define the unit 
ce l l of i t s primitive l a t t i c e . I t i s assumed that the l a t t i c e 
i s perfect and i n f i n i t e . The distance of any l a t t i c e point 
from one of the point ccmsliiered as origin i s g i v ^ by 
Here A^  i s the matrix constructed from three basic 
elements/A), « ^TC and ^ is a ce l l index vector with three 
components ici* ^2* ^ 3 vhich take up only integral values. 
Thus ^ijlOcan also be written as s 
'o^ ^ 5 * ^1*L • ^ « ^ * ^3«3 
The volume of the imit ce l l is Voc^fdet A| • Here 
and in subsequent sections the suffix 0 wil l indicate the 
positions of equilibrium whereas the suffixes ^ , K , ^ , B ,?^  
i4 
will indicate the cell nuvber the particle type (K « 1, 2,->—S) 
and Greek letters the coordinate axes respectively. 
The vector ^ [ t V - %L<) t i^^ 
o ^ K 
gives the position of tiie partide 
of type K in the tmit ce l l f • 
The theory i s based on a number of approximations 
given below t« 
1, The crystal i s assined to be infinitely extended 
and the explicit consideration of the atCHSs at the surface 
i s avoided by introducing Periodic Botsidary conditions 
f irs t given by Bom»l According to this postulate, i t 
i s assumed that the surface atiMBs of a crystal have the 
saae equations of motion as the interior atoms* In 
other vords Bom chooses a crystal block consisting of 
n X n X n unit ce l l s from an infinite crystal and asstnes 
that the vibration patUtm of this block repeats periodl* 
cally after each such block, where n is a large niMber. 
The physical Justificaticm for the cyclic postiv> 
late has been seriously questioned by Baman • However 
Ledermam^ bas proved mathsmatically that the assiaption 
of periodic boundary condition can not affect the nature 
of the frequency distributicm function in any important 
way as long as the nimber n i s sufficiently large. 
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Recently Bom*s postulate has been criticised 
4 
by Hosensto^ in coimeotltm vith i t s application to 
ionic crystslst but i t has been pointed out by Hardy^  
that this posttaate i s i^ pile able to them alsO| provided 
that n i s suff ic loit ly large. 
2* the ideal positions of the particles i s taken to 
be the me«i or average positions vhich the atCNBs actually 
occupy at a given twsperature T. I t i s assumed that the 
particles urulergo thermal motion about these positions* 
3* I t i s assTxaed that the potential energy of a crystal 
in which the a^ms are given small displacements fr<H8 
their equilibrium positions can be irrittwi as a pover 
series involving the displacements u of the nuclei i 
where ^ ^ Y^ [ ^ J r,-^  ! ^^^^ 
4 
i, 
^ • . 
= •^ 0 +- ^ 1 -t- ' t 
1 1 K K ^'jo 
J- +• ^ . ^ 
4* In the haim<mio approximatiohi the series expan* 
slon of ^ Is terminated at '^. • I t i s thus assiaed 
that the contribution of terms l ike -f , -]^ i s ^saLl 
only producing second order effects, which i s reasonable 
at least for small displacements. 
5 . I t i s assumed that during the nuclear motion, the 
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^Leotrons moitre as though the nocdei nere fixed in their 
inatantaniMus positions* This i s knoifi as Adiabatic 
approximation* In an adiabatic approxliBatlan an electron 
does not make transitions from one state to othersi 
instead an electronic state i t s e l f is defomed progress-
ively by the nuclear displaoements* 
Ckinsider a la t t i ce CKsnsistine of n nuclei and n^ 
electrons* In quantum theory, the motion of these n nuclei 
and n^ electrons ca» be derived from the Sohrodinger eqisation 
for their vave functi<:m t 
vhere H i s the total Hnailtcxnian S i s the total energy and 
^^ is the vave fmction for the system. The Hamiltcmian H 
is the sun of three parts, the Kinetic oiergies of the nuclei 
T . the Kinetic energies of the electrons I^, and the total 
electrostatic energy 7. Thus 
H »Tn • T ^ • V . . . (2.2) 
Let the masses of the n nuclei be m^^ (k « 1,2,3 ••••••n) vith 
~? __> 
position coordinates '^ k and the conjugate momenta Pk then 
Tn • * - - , , , • 
Similarly if the masses of the n^ electrons be m^ 
i 
(J * 1,2 •••••••019} with position coordinates r^. and the 
conjugate mosMnta P^j » then Te s i 
J 
Thus H ( r , p , r^ , ^e ) 
.e^ - ^ - iVJ^ --H \/(^^ 
^ r ^^^ ' 1' '"H 
(2.3) 
^•t HQ ( r i , p% r ) . T , • V 
Since iH^  does not contain tbs mc««Dta P of the nuclei, 
i t can be considered as the EaailtOKiian of the eleetr<ms) for 
fixed nuclei* Further the Kinetic energy of the nuclei is 
usually small owing to their masses being 10^ or 10® times 
larger than the masses of the eleetrons, i t follows that H 
can be written as the sua of two partsf \ and *i^ t *t^ being 
^aall can be regarded as a perturbation on Ql « 
Thus H « H^ , • Tjj (2.4) 
I t follows that H^  can be taken as the seroth 
approriaation for the aetxial Uaoilltonian of the systems 
from which the solutions may be found by the method of per-
turbation. 
I t i s thus assuaed that the equation for the elcK>-
tronie motion with the nuclei in arbitrary fixed positions 
(Ho • E°) f- « 0 i s solved. 
In this equation both the aig«i-values and eigen-functions 
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Involire the nuclear coordinates as parameters and these can 
be written as t 
vhere n Is the electronic quantum ninber. 
The equation for the nuclear motion Is solved by 
considering only the ground state or the lowest elgeiwvalue 
of the total electrical energy ^» This may be specified 
as t 
1 - t Ci^ e » 4 > 
f his assumption Is valid In view of the adlabatle approxl* 
nation given before, and I t Is applicable to the crystals 
of alkali halldesy for a l l the electrons of these substances 
remain In this ground state under the vide variation of 
temperature. 
As Tjj Is a small quantity, It can be asstmied that 
the nuclear motion Is confined to a small vicinity of r^ 
(r^ refers to the equilibrium position of the nuclei), so 
that V - To - ix. aay also b© considered to be a small quantity. 
Let ^ ( ? ) may d«iote the value of the functicai^ for the 
displaced position of the nuclei L?i^  thwi since "r « rQ* ^ ^ir) 
may be expanded into faylor* s series as t 






h __ _ — — -*~ — — — — -
. ^'' -' f : "^  . '^ ' ^"'' 
^plying the usual perturbation method consistwitly after 
4ncpanding E, U,^petc« and considering terms iqtto second 
order otHy^ the equation of nuclear notion i s obtained as i 
; '•- r 4 . , j : - ^- ' Z J - - ' - (2 .6) 
In deriving this equation, only terras up to i in the series 
expansion of -|^  (i*) have be€«i retaimd and this is the 
harmonic aporoziisation. Secondly ^ f ( C has been put equal 
to sero as the system i s in equilibrium at r^ and the inter* 
aclocular force must vtfiish at each la t t ice s i t e . These two 
conditions imply that \ ( ? ) or ^^^^ can be treated as the 
effective potential function of the nuclei, since -^^'^^1,% a 
hc«iog«!ieous quadratic function of the nuclear coordinates, the 
equation (2*6} leads to the hannonic vibrations of the nuclei. 
Introducing normal coordinate qs using the trans-
formation _C . ^J _ ; -7;,^  . '(..^ .^v! 
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here ?<: » 1,2,3 Indicating recangular components of u*s* 
Xhe equation (2,6) can be written as t 
I (2.8) 
Since the Hamlltonlan i )+|> I3 a sum of ten ts , each depen-
ding on only one coordinate, the I s a t equation is seperable 
In the usual way. Putting 
'Mi) r. / / l i j A / L ; '^^ ^ •^4a.9) 
the equation (2*8) resolves In to the equation 
where £^_ .- '•^- ":L.J 
The equation (2*10) Is the wave equation for a slaple harmonic 
osc i l la tor with circular frequency Oj • I f the quantum number 
for qj Is denoted by n* , then 
^^- ^ ; '•% ^ i '•'-- •-> ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
The wave function X l j of the nuclear motion can be detemined 
only to aero order arxl thus the wave function of the system (to 
aero order) Is given by J 
the super scr ipt 0 Indicating the aeroth order of the functions. 
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The eigemr^ue of the system i s the sin of the 
—y 
eigenvalue '^ ( c^ ) for the electronic motlan and the energy 
of the nuclear vibration In the effective potential ^-^* 
The thermal and e las t i c properties of the non-
Metallic crystals l i ke ionic crystals can be explaix^d theo-
re t i ca l ly by assuming that : 
( i ) The par t ic les or ions are rigid and spherical . They 
are neither polarised nor deforaed due to the l a t t i c e 
vibrations* 
( H ) The Interaotlcms between the l a t t i c e par t ic les Is 
additive (being two body force) &nd caiitraX, so ths t the 
to ta l potential energy of the l a t t i c e Is obtained by 
sinmatlon over pair of l a t t i c e points and I t dep^ds on 
the magnitude of the vectors between the pairs of particles* 
being Independent of their re la t ive or ientat ion. 
( I l l ) The aero point energy of the par t ic les Is negligibly small 
owing to the large masses of the particles* 
Let the par t i c le of type K In the 1*^ ce l l be d l s -
placed from I t s equlllbrluaa position by a small astount t?^ 
• r -5 •-"> ~^} ~ ^ 
given by \i^\\) -i^ ^ ' \ ) - ^c^ % where \l\) refers to I t s equl-
llbrlum position and v (v i s i t s displaced posit ion. 
In the harmonic approximation, taking Into account 
the above asstimptlons, the to ta l potential «iergy of the l a t t i c e 
i s vrittan as 
' ' / _ . ^ . r y \ - > - • > . \ 
/ ! 
• i^ 
/ -- -->' 
v h s r a ^ i-. i^ ' 
, 1 I < .^ 
and the prima ovar tha suamation Indieatas that the tanas 
,^ n ^ and K a K* ara (»aittad» The factor i takas eara of 
tha dotibla counting of every partiela in tha snsmation* 
thoMf the equation of motion of tha K^ atom in 
tha ; ^ cal l assuming harmonic forces i s t 





Each quantity -^ £ / ^  )j i s knotm as a coupling parametar of 
ordar two and is a tensor of rank two. Physically i t plays 
tha part of a forca constant and i s interpreted as tha force/ 
unit displacwtent on the atom Cs'^) ^ 1^^ * <-direction produced 
by a small displacement lApS*^  of tha atom (V^) in the t:.. 
direction, S^iuation (2*13) can also be written as t 
( 2a4 ) 
here m^ and m^^t being the mttaa^* ot particles K and k* re8<» 
peetivaljr* 
Assining that the displacsnsnts can be repressnted 
as a superposition of traTalllng waves i 
(2.15) 
where Y is a wave reetor in the reeiproeal space of the lattice 
parallel to the ^ mve normal and tt^  ^  Ij represents its ampli* 
— > 
tude. Here the introduction of Y makes it convenient to obtain 
the nonsal modes of the general solutions given by »!;iaation 
(2«15)* The solutions having the vave numbers 
"^1 ' ^ v ; . 'x_ ',^  r:^ . Vill 
correspond to these modes* 
On substituting equation (2.1S) into equation (3.14) 
3s linear homogenous equations are obtained in 33 unknown. 
I, c / ' 1 
^ . iv - k - '^  I, ^ v - - ' ^  
X r , . (2.16) 
and 
where ) i . 
k'p ^ 




it follows I • ;..,, -- ---,'-' " '. •" 
the square brackets K - are known as coupling coefficients. 
In matrix notati^i equati^i (2*16) may be written 
as co^n « M.tJ 
iaere U i s a column matrix, M i s a square matrix of order 3Sx3S 
i t s elements being Sb^^f • ^ ^ condition for tiie solubility 
of this set of equations is t 
det ( M • ^ ^ I ) « 0 
I « ^ft-'^KK/- ( 2 . 1 7 ) 3^ p 
Tbe matrix M ecmsisting of Ix'^ j is Hermitian and 
1..-, ~>. 
hence i t s solutions clO ."i ) are al l real* This shows that the 
vibrational frequencies must be either real or purely imaginary. 
As has be«Q discussed by Bom, a stable la t t ice can have only 
real frequencies and the occurrence of imaginary frequencies 
leads to the instability of the lat t ice so ^^  (^(vVbotild be all 
positive quantities* 
Equation (2*17) gives 3S frequencies corresponding 
to one value of Y and each of these values yield a set of 
values forU^(\)denoting them by f^jj^l'}) t ^ equation (2.17) 
gives 
If Y is varied continuously, each of the 3S soluticms will 
also vary in a continuous vay, so that the 3S solutions lead 
to as branches of solutions* 
In Kellemann's method, the at<»Bs of an lonle 
crystals are regarded as exerting short range overlap forees 
between nearest neighbours only vlth Coulomb Interaotlcms 
between ions throughout the crystal* Thus the potential energy 
of an Ionic crystal i s given by t 
vbere -^ ^ -^ 1 ^ ! K' i " M ^ j L^  i s the ionic charge of 
an Atom of type K and \/[o ^s short range overlap potential* 
More generally, ^ can be written as : 
(2,30) 
where ^ i s kno%fi as the Ck>Ul<M9ib potential and £ is knowi 
as the short range over-lap pot«itlal i t s resultant effect 
is to produce a repulsive force between the ions. The force 
constttits ard the elements of the dynoBiciCL matrix may corres* 





The general equation of motion bec(»ies in an ionic 
crystal t 
- » I • • - / — V 
Thus the vibrational frequencies of Ionic crystals 
can be determined after evaluating -f J B j a»i 1^^ I respec-
tively. It is vorth vhlle to note that the coupling paraneters 
being derivatives of the potential energy function '^ (being 
a scalar quantity) | are invariant towards the permutation of 
the indices* Thus 
-t,^, - ~i /f' ^. 
These are also invariant under lattice translation giving t 
1 ' i^  ! r f' K for arbitrary <- • 
\ A- + \ i 
The vector Y \ can be written as 
rv 
i t follows that r (k) i s independent of the ce l l index I 
equation (2.1S) expresses that the phase of motion changes 
progressively from cel l to cel l according to the factor t 
exp ; ^ni N|\ "^ i O^ (2,13) 
where y i s the wave vector in the reciprocal l a t t i c e . If 
b r ( <« If2,3) ar« the basic vectors of t^e reciprocal latt ice 
then r, V 
x^ ' K ~^ '^<\ ( _ -< Pf 
'~f-J 
(2.24) *-< - _ 1 - _. _ 
or 
— , 
The wave vector Y in the reciprocal la t t i ce space i s given by i 
(2*25) 
/ 
where q ^-(x,y,a>,ar© real nuabars. If q- are inttgars then 
.^ 
V — » - » - ' / - — - - -X 
i t follova from above definitions that 
« an integer 
Thus i f ¥• add to y' any la t t ice vector / (h) given by 
#(h) - h ^ b ^ *S^2^S^\ 
hy, ti^i h being Integers the phase factor (2«23} i s not 
affected* Therefore al l the distinct solutions of {2«1S) are 
taken into account, i f tloB values of 7 are restricted to one 
reciprocal lat t ice cel l in the i. space} because for any point 
outside the ce l l , there exists a point with in the ce l l conn-
ected to i t by a reciprocal lat t ice vector* Since the number 
; r " , - can vary continuously frost 0 to 1 in an infinite 
number of vays, each value giving a new mode of vibration, i t 
follows that an infinite modes of vibration are possible. At 
this stage, the periodic boundary conditicois f irst given by 
Born are applied to deteraiinQ the number of alloved values of 
q., • I t postulates that tiie repeat unit of the vibration pattern 
of an infinite crystoi i s a large block consisting of a large 
nimiber of tmit cel ls* Let this voltne which is repeated perio-
dically be defined by the three non coplaner vectors na t^ na^, 
naL than i t i s re«u3ily shown frcaa the above condition that each 
l^(\)separated by a distance n(i4 • *2 * ®3^  ®^ *** **® **^ ^•°* ^^ 
thus the alloved values of Y are given by s 
,8 
f - A^ Pi f- ^x '^i 
y^ere P • P • P. are integers* Cooparing this vith the 
equation (2,25) It follows that 
V ^ ;: - ' '^ ' (2.27) 
Each unit cel l of the reolprocel la t t i ce therefore contains 
n X n X n « n distinct values of y which for large n^ may 
be regarded continuously and unifornily distributed In reci-
procal space* ?0T each value of Y, there are 3S distinct 
values of '•; / , so that the number of distinct modes is 
3an^ equal to the nunber of atoms in the representative voltme* 
The caesltm bromMe structure i s an ordered body 
centered cubic lat t ice figure (1) . I t consists of two inters 
p«itrating simple cubic lat t ices each formed by the eaesium 
and the brtxnine ions respectively aid displaced with respect 
to each other by ( I , i , k)$ vkmn expi^ssed as a fraction of the 
-4-
lattice constant* The edges of the cubic cell fox^^ by C5 or 
t T are defined by s 
*^ " ' "^ ' (2.28) 
i^ere s^  i s the la t t ice constant and Vx « ^ Tc is the volume 
of the unit ce l l . The positions of the particle In the isiit 
cel l i s specified by t 
^H. •- • — r. '• (2.29) 
where K a 1 denotes the caesium atom and K « 2 the chlorine at(»B 
i^igure L. Dingr-^:- ,...,vln<; tae -aesl^Jia caLoriae l a t t i c e . ! 
Therefore -q, -- ._ r,^  - f^  ' i. 
the l a t t i c e vector i s given bv 
•r^^.: 
t - V 
•' 0 • A , •^ -i , 
i^ere x A, 
the vector i 
are a l l ev«i integers* 
" 1 I • * -
• f 
where m^ , ajy , m^ j are a l l odd integers. 
l)aB reciprocal l a t t i c e vectors are 
•• ' C 
and any reciprocal l a t t i c e vector i s given by i 





• • • vZ*33} 
where 
(2.34) 
are unit vectors and there are no restric-
tions on h^ , by I h^ * fhe boundaries of the varloi» Brillouin 
zone are planes normal to each t • at their mid points* The 
shortest non-aero '!. are the six vectors 
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The Erillouin «one for this lat t ice i s thus the ctibe shovn 
in figure (2) whioh l i e s inside the dodechedron, Inorder to 
take full advantage of the symmetry conditions! the origin 
is shifted to the centre of reciprocal lat t ice cel l and oiay 
the points lying vith in the f irst Brillouin Zone are con si* 
dered* From equations (2«33) i t follows that 
1 « 
(2.») 
She aone boiaadaries are given by ' : ! :^ -f- -i Kj ., i . (2,3S) 
Generally n i s tiik«x to be equal to 10 inorder to 
have a fairly large representation of frequencies and yet ke®p 
the labour of calculation vlthija reasonable l imit , 
thus i I <, > • The condition Rj^  ^ Py^ P^ and the full 
symmetry of the lat t ice implies that the calculations are 
neeessary for the f ifty six non-equivalent points including 
the origin* taking a proper account of a l l the points a total 
3 
of n « 1000 points i s obtained. These S6 points are given in 
table (2 ,1 ) . 
2S ,< t^^ rmlnatiQD of Coulombian Coupling Coefficients of Caesium 
From the definition of ^^ , i t can be writttti as i 
^%ure Diag 
*^ «^ «^ liEn ^fr^i'^C th«3 Brin«.,4 ^ ^ 
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^ ^ ^r r: - -K K ( 2 , 3 7 ) 
I 
V 
where the prime a«:iotes that the stunstion for ^ - ^ and k«ic* 
i s omitted# (^^  and K' being the charges over the ions K and 
k* respectively. 
P u t t i n g ' Y ^ ^ , - ^ , < '" . '^  '^  ' i ' ^ '^ ' ' "" ' ' '^'^ '• 
from the definition of ')" i t follows that 
< •- . 
-» 
f *^  1^  r-^ - r Kh' L^  - ' V • ' i- -
(2.^) 
•: ^ '.' - . -jiA , - - > I • - • • „ • , , . . , > , . ' • - •• - I • i. 
i . ' " • V • ' i ' ' 
(8.39) 
The s'^ ries j^ iven above converges very slowly and thus it is 
not possible to evaluate it directly, in fact it '!oes not tend 
to a unique value asj^r^'' but to a value which dep<«ids on the 
relative directions of ^ and the electrical polarisaticm asso» 
elated with the mode concerned. The use of a transformation 
discovered by Ewald enables '; r, to be expressed as tl» 
- - / -
sum of two series, (me involving a summation over a limited 
region in crystal space and the other over a limited region 
of the reciprocal space b^ introducing a parameter 6 . Both 
series then converge rapidly when this parameter £ is suitably 
chosen* Kellera«in" used this method for determining the 
co\:q;)llng coefficients of KaCl type of l a t t i c e and Gansen 
arinivasan^i Sharsn sra Tairari® ha^e used th is method for 
detar3Bining t.ie Ck>ul0Bbian coi^ling coefficients of caes iw halides* 
The f^pressions for the Coulombieoi coupling coefficients are t 
Vv 
S'." 
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-' i 
• -
4- \U V^  -^ - - ' l - ^ ' ^ 
-• . fT ' /^^  ' ".* ' • cj^ ^ (2.40) 
' (2.41) n 
( ' • / ' " - , M 





i^ere the Gaussian error functicm 
The prime on the summation sign indicates that these equations 
hold ^or I ^ ; ^ , For / « 0, the equaUon (2,40, 2.41), 
becomes divergent due to the polarization of the ions. Hfosce 
o3 
the problem i s no longer e lect ros ta t ic but becomes an ele-
ctrodynamlc one. I t i s found by Kolleraami that for a l l 
wave vectors^:^( 0|0|0 ) the rosal ts of electrodynarale Inter-
actic^ agree completely vith the e lec t ros ta t ic one, hence the 
preceeding restilts can be used without modification* For 
in f in i te ly long waves a modification i s necessary which rives 
the frequency of the residual rays. Kellemann has derived 
the following equations for rock s a l t structure halides t 
y y j V 
(2*42) 
The same expressions have been found to hold for eaesiua 
halides for / « (0 ,0 ,0 ) . 
Kumerical calculations of tiie Coulotnbian coii^ling 
coefficients for caesiiM halides i s done for the f i r s t time 
by Sharan and Tevari for a l l the 56 non*equivalent points in 
the i^rs t Brlllouin Zone, keeping the res t r ic t ion on lc< , 
h^ , m^  and p^ in mind. These res t r ic t ions have been given 
in an ea r l i e r section. & check on the calculations has been 
obtained from the re la t ion 
n 
Seeondly these ooupling eoeffici^i ts are fotsid to be inde-
pendent of the choioe of the paz^ttieter ^ • Generally these 
values ar© calculated by using ^ s 1 and ^^« 0 and are foimd to 
agree with each other within 0,ljl» Ihey are given in table 
(2*1) and (2«2) for 56 phase points and are applioable to a l l 
the ca«sit» halidea* 
Hecentlyy the author has herself checked some of 
these values and also compared them with those reported very 
recently br Krishnamurthy^^* The agraeaent betve«i Sharan 
and Tevari ' s , author 's and Krishniraurthy*a values i s found to 
be quite good. 
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a. ( O o c o c o c o c a « i c < 3 N 0 i r-l H O 
^4 
In ttiis cbapteri the detemination of the reptilsive 
or noivooixloabiflii coupling coefficients of caesicra bzt>aide, 
the evaluation of i t s phcmon spectrvn and dispersion rolations 
and variation of specdfie heat with t«9perattire i s being dis-
cussed. 
3.1 BIPRBSSIPyS TOR HOH-COTTLOMBm OR RgP!7L3I75 COTTPLIt^ G CQSm, 
As defined in the l a s t chapter, the repulsive or non-
cooloBibian coupling coefficients are given by the following 
ezpx>essicai t 
'- ' -^  S ^ (3.1) 
I t i s convmiient to express the to ta l s t a t i c energy of 
an ionic crystal as the stM of two parts couloablan and non-> 
eoulorabian so toat the s ta t ic energy par loiit cel l can be written 
as : 
where r « nearest iiei^'hbour distance «^oJT, 2r being the 
si(?e of the cubic unit c e l l . <^  i s the Madelung constant, e 
i s the @lectr(mic charge on the ion. The factor eight JUsplies 
that every caesium ion i s surrounded by 8 equidistant nearest 
neighbours of bromine ions or vice versa. The non-coulombian 
term "=^1^^ ^8 essent ia l ly repulsive and includes the effect of 
a l l the repulsive and the a t t rac t ive forces ( l ike Voider Waal's 
^5 
etc.) except the ootslombian. These repulsive forces are short 
range forces, decreasing very rapidly with the distance, so 
these are appreciable only for the nearest neighbours. 
For the present investigation, the form of ^ \J^ need 
not be known. As has been done by Kellermann in the case of 
NaCl type of structure, two pararaetera A and 3 are defined in 
terms of the derivatives of^^ (r) by i 
1 ft i^ 
(3.2) 
The appearance of ' - y H in these definitions i s merely a con-
vention which makes A and 13 of a convtfiient order of magnitude. 
neglecting the aero point energy of vibrations, the 
c<»idition of equilibrium at the absolute zero of t^aperature 
gives 
"* l^'- « ^ (3.3) 
Applying this condition, A • ~^, -v- is obtained. The value of 
B can be fo'.rnd either from the ccMspressibility t>^  at absolute 
aero vis 
J - « ./' - t r -t\ (3.4) 
or from the reststrahltti frequency , The secular determinant 
whKi solved in the long vavel^igth l imit yields 
V A, (3.5) 
46 
whereyU i s the reduce mass* Due to toe greater uncertainty 
in the experimental value of compressibility the alternatlTe 
approach of deterainlng B f^on ^ t is used* The values of con* 
stants -: o^» ^^ c t pt • ^ tak«i from the standard works^ and 
these are given belov i 
For CsBr t 
(I , 
h ' ' 
B « 4*195 from C^  and B • 4.380 from f^^ . 
Taking \ « 1*76S7| A « ••3393 
Equation (3*1) gives on introducing A and B 
(3.0) 
Excluding K « K* and sumiolng for the eight nearest neighbours, 
given by Q (ji 1, Jt 1 | Jtl)$ one gets 1 
* - ; M ' 
1- .' r 










- / ( - . . I 
' . - . . 1 , 1 
tising all these expressions given here, the repulsive 
coupling coefficients Iter eaesiun broaide were thus calculated 
^7 
for the non«>equivalent 56 phase points of the f irst Brillotiln 
gone for which the eotilofflbian coupling coefficients were also 
evaluated. Thus total coupling coefficients were obtained 
using the relation (3 .7 ) . These are given in tables (3.1) and 
(3.2) respectively. I t has been observed that these total 
cotqplinr coefficients satisfy the symmetry relation givm belowt 
since the caesium brcxaide la t t i ce i s w^tirely syiometri-
«eal in Cs"^  and Br* i t implies that 
Thus the coupling coefficients related by symmetry need 
not be calculated again. 
3.2 PaOKOK SPECTRtM AHD DISPER3I0S HM,ATIOKS OF CAgSItm BROMIDE i 
In order to evaluate the frequencies of caesium bromide 
the (6x6) secular determinant i s given by 
where 
i ' ^ 
. k>^ 
(3 .8) 
V N. \ 
i s solved for the 56 non»equivalent points of the First Bril l-
-ouin Zone. These when assigned proper stat ist ical weights are 
equivalent to 1000 phase points which yield 6000 frequencies. 
Ont of the 56 determlnants» 16 faotorise into simpler 
determinants which have been solved by using Cellatron ( an 
48 
electrically operated aaehine) model of Mercedes* fhe remai-
ning 40 which are general» have been solved on a ccmputer of 
Bangalore^ Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. I t may be remarked 
that since the roots in many cases are not very much differenti 
3 Aitken's method of deflation i s not very helpfta here* The 
phon<Mi frequencies obtained in the present investigation for 
eaesitSB brcnide are given in table (3* 3)* 
These frequencies have he^m used to drav the g ( ^ ) 
versus ~^ curve* The complete frequency range has been i^lvided 
l 3 <m'L 
into twenty equal intervals of width ^^« 0*02 x 10 s 
for plotting this curve* In fig* (3*1) the ordinates give 
the ntmber of frequencies in each step in arbitrary units 
and abscissa the frequency range* The smooth phonon frequency 
distribution curve is obtained by Joining the mid polJits of 
the steps and making the area under the curve equal to the area 
under the histogrttn* 
In order to draw the dispersion curves in three 
symmetry directions, frequeneies corresponding to longitudinal 
and transverse branches are picked iip from the table (3*3} aikl 
they are plotted against x* I t i s only along these directions 
that the elastic waves are seperated into purely longituiinaL 
and purely transverse brancnes* These transverse and longi-
tudinal branches are shown by dotted and continuous l ines 
v-W'"s 
Figure 3.1 Phoncan freqijenc3r d i s t r i b u t i o n curve 
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of caesluB bromide in tmlts of lO^^*^ 
^ 3 
0.2278 
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respectively in figures (3*2), (3ft3)| and (3«4). 
3.3 aPECiPic mas o? CASSITTM moMiPR AT LOW TMPSRATTTRSS t 
The variation of specific heat of a substance v i th 
tMtperature can be studied theoretical ly by using the cal-
culated values of phoncm frequencies. According to the 
theory of Lattice vibrations, the specific heat of 1 mole 
of crystal i s given by i 
C, . x j ^ C^3 £ ( ^ 3 <3.9) 
where n i s the atomicity of the molecule which i s two in the 
present case, g ("^ ) d "^  i s the number of frequencies between 
the frequency ranfje V and "i^  • d "i^  and E ( ^ ^ ^ ) i s the 
Einstein specific hpat fiaicticMi, The frequency distrib^itlon 
on noi^alisation fi^es » 
oO 
Wi^y-^ n ^M. (3.10) 
o 
Thus by a nimerical integration of equation (3.9) the spociflc 
heat i s calculated. At a part icular t^aperature, the contribu-
tion of each step i s the value of the Einstein function corres-
ponding to the mid-point of the step multiplied by the s t a t i s -
t i c a l weight of the s tep. The heat capacities so obtained are 
given in table (3.4) from lOO^K down to 5<>K. 
OgS 0^1 0££ 0c6 OU 





?igur© 3.3 Dispersion cnrva wor (110) d i r ac t i o r s| 
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Figure 3,2 Dispersion curve for (100) d i rec t ion s 
—— I»ongitu<iirtalj - - - T r a n s v e r s e , 
0 W 222 333 ififit 555 
IPx.Py.Pz) 
Fljrure 3.4 Dispersion ciirve for (111) d i r ec t ion 
—— Lorgl tudlna l ; »«.-~ Transverse. 
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Cy - T and E i^bye temperattirec/^ • T curves are shown in 
f igures (3.5j and^3,6) r e spec t ive ly . No attempt has been made 
to extend the ca lcu la t ions below 5 ^ as the mesh a t such low 
temperature becomes too coarse . 
3»4 DISCTJogofl Of HEQTTLlS i 
The Cv - T and ^ - T curves have most of the features 
i n conEaon with those found in otner caesiiaa ha l i de s . By ex t ra -
pola t ion of the present curve a t 0°K, a value of t^  © ** 149°K 
i s obtained. The theore t i ca l ca lcu la t ions of Mitra and Joshl^ 
based on e l a s t i c constants yield ,^ « " 136®K. On the other 
» - ' J 
hand Marshall has obtained two values of (Q© = 149.2 ± 2**K and 
149.0 jt 2*^ the forroer one by using B e t t s , Bhatia and Wymann's** 
7 fj 
method and the l a t t e r frota De Launay's t ab les . The value of X 
obtained in the present inves t iga t ion i s in good agreement with 
0 20 - '' fn, 






0 20 kO 60 80 100 
T(°K) *-
''^ D '^ '^^ ^- '^^  2 curve fo r caesium bT-omide, 
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miose of Marshall. Further cofflparlson i s not possible due 
to lack of experlia«ital data on the heat capacity of eaesiun 
bromide at these low toaperatures. 
The phonon frequency dis t r ibut ion curve shows only 
one peak, the value of which does not agree with the observed 
reststraULen frequency. This discrepancy i s more pr<xainent 
than i s observed in the work of Kelleraann on sodiumchlorlde* 
I t oust be ascribed to the limited nature of the interaction 
considered which has ignored the polar izabi l i ty of the ions 
mA the second nearest neighbour contribution to th» non-
eoulombian term* 
3*5 1. S.W.Kellermann, Phil.Trans.Roy.Soc.238y 513 (1940). 
2. H.W.G. wyckoff, Tables Vol.1, Chap.III . , Inter Sdenoe 
Publishers 1948 (P.23). 
3. A.C.Aitken, Proc. Roy.Soc. Edinburgh, Sit ^ ^ (1937). 
4 . o.K.Joshi and S.Mitra, P h y s i c a l , 825 (I960). 
5 . B.J.Marshall, Phys. Rev. 121. 72 (1961). 
6. D.D.Betts, A,B.Bhatia, and M.Viiyraann, Phys. Rev. 1^4^37(1956). 
7 . J.De Launay, J.Chem, Phys. 3Ett 91 (1959). 
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4.1 m:R9i?TO^9>f t 
The theoretical study of toe equation of s ta te of a 
solid i s of great iffiportance* The melting point of a sol id | 
i t s thermal expansion, compressibility and even the conflgiv 
ration of a given t3rpe of part ic les at absolute sero leading 
to the s t ab i l i t y of Lat t ice etc* can be derived from this study. 
The negative isothennel par t ia l derivatives of the 
Helmhcltz free energy with respect to volume when equated to 
pressure represents the Equation of State of a solid* The 
Helmholtz free energy, more generally known as the ?ree energy, 
consists of tvo par ts , the s t a t i c part and the dynamic part* 
The f i r s t part represents the pot«ntial energy of a non-vibra* 
ting l a t t i c e whereas the sec<»id owes i t s origin to tiie presence 
of thermal vibrations* Accordingly, the pressures are also 
spl i t ted into two par t s , the s t a t i c and the thermal pressures* 
The determination of both the parts requires the knowledge of 
the conf iguratLcMn of the interacting par t ic les , law of force and 
the vibrational spectrum* Thus the rigiroua study of the 
equation of State of a solid becomes very d i f f icu l t due to the 
lac:- of complete knowledge about real Inr of force and the 
vibrational spectrum* Generally two types of approximations 
are made by the workers in this f ie ld . These are given below t 
(1) The actual law of force i s replaced by a f ic t i t ious one, 
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viiieh coincides in the region of in teres t with the real 
one* Generally the pover law given by f>jr'^ has been 
tised by the ea r l i e r workers. However quantun aeehwical 
,-Vf 
consideration favour the expoientlal Iwt i>^ • 
(11) The variation of vibrational frequencies with volme 
i s determined in the Quasi harmonic approximation. 
According to th is approximationi crystal vibrations are 
assuD^d to be harmcHnic but are allowed to depend on volume. 
Ih is approximation does not correspond to any self eon^^lstent 
mod el I since the volis&e dep«id€nee of the phonon spectrum 
is i t se l f an anhaz^onic effect, but i t gives a valid f i r s t 
approximation for the theitaal expansion and I t has bean 
vddely used in the interpretation and aniCLysis of experi-
mental r e s t a t s . 
The study of the ionic Lattices is comparatlveay easier, 
for in a lka l i halides, a t l eas t the a t t rac t ive part of the total 
interaction v iz . cotHombian, Vender Waal's e t c . are well es tabl i -
shed. Piirth has giv«i expressions for the evaluation of the 
constants occurring in tue repulsive par t , from various th^rrao-
dynamical quant i t ies . Blackman has investigated the thermal 
expansion of two dimensional and close packed hexagonal l a t t i ces 
3 
with c«ntral forces. Except in the symmetry directions (Houston) 
complete analytical solutions for vibration spectrum are very 
dif f icul t to obtain for a three dimensional l a t t i c e 8«d therefore 
one has to take reecmrse to the ntraerioal methods. 
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A rigorous st^Af of the vibration spectnm of soditsa 
chloride has been done by Kellemann'^ as menticmed in the l a s t 
chapter. Fletcher^ has studied the equation of s ta te of sodium 
chloride. I t is based on Kellermann*8 Ck»iilooibian coupling 
coefficients and a Power law of force. His work has been improved 
by Verraa and Dayal* ,^ who have used an eKpcmential low of force 
and have assigned correct s t a t i s t i c a l weights to different vibra-
tional modes. Vercna and Dayal have also c r i t i c a l l y i^viewed t^e 
work dene on the equation of State of solids by ea r l i e r workers. 
They have evaluated the ^^eiting point according to iiersfeld wnd 
Mayer's definition l . e , the melting point i s tixe temperature 
corresponding to that Isotherm which touches the axis of sero 
pressure. The actual pressure I s not l ike ly to be very much 
different from zero. 
Recently Mitskevich has studied the equation of s ta te 
of a lkal i halides in the Grtineisen approximation. He has employed 
Einstein 's model of specific heat and an eacponential form of the 
repulsive force. He finds that for caesium brcmide, the Gruneis^n 
niaaber remains almost constant from absolute zero to the rocHn 
temperature. Mitskevich* s conclusions are open to the same objec-
tions which are iqaplicable to the use of Einstein's model, Gansen 
9 
and srinivasan have attacked the problem by using Ksllerraann's 
model for arbitrary mass ra t io of the caesium and the halide ions. 
The use of arbitrary mass rat ios make a direct ccxBpariscn bf^ twe^n 
the experiment and the theory d i f f i cu l t . Further, they have used 
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Houst<»i*8 method of approiiraation for evaluating the vibra* 
tion spectruni iriaioh has been criticised hj Blaclcman to be 
not as accurate as the nimerical methods are. 
More recently Sharan and Tevari have developed 
expressions for the equation of state for the caesium chloride type 
of structures and studied the ease of caesium chloride in detail . 
The present investigation on Gs-«r has been laidertaken for the 
following reasons t 
1. The interacting ions are heavy, so the expressions deve-
loped in the quasi hazmonic approximation cm be applied 
with s(»ae Justification. 
2. Contributions from the aero point ©nergy to the vibrations 
can be assumed to be negligible. 
3. I t does not undergo any phase transformation before i t 
melts. 
4. I t exhibits a greater range of thermal expulsion than 
is normally observed in the other alkali halides (in 
fact al l the three caesium halides do so). 
A preliminary investigation baaed on Sharan and Tewari*s 
work show that in certain directions, the roots of the dynaaical 
matrix turn out to be negative for higher volumes. This implies 
that the caesiisn bromide la t t i ce , under the assumed form of the 
forces disrupts even before i t melts. This result is also cwitrary 
t>8 
to the predictions of Ftirth si:9ported by 7erma and Oayal that 
the theoretical melting points should be higher tben the observed 
ones, Xt might be remarked that Mitskevleh's conclusions on 
caesium bromide are untennable* Firstly he did not consider 
the vibrational spectrum and secondly his repulsive force will 
not explain i ts theraal expansion right upto the melting {Miint. 
The roraovd. of negative roots, stabi l i ty of the Lattice 
near the melting point and socpltfiation of the thermal expansion 
right from the absolute zero upto melting point font, the sub-
ject matter of this chapter* Besides this , the melting point, 
compressibilities at various tmiperatures and cohesive energy 
have also been calculated* 
4.2 mmm m ?^OT > 
fhe UeXmholts free energy ? of a mole of a crystal at 
temperature T i s given by the expression t 
here 1 » 1, 2, —— 3S, 
t" 1, 2, » n states of vibration, s denotes ti» 
number of particles per unit cell, K is the Bolt^an*s cMistant, 
-(If I') are the frequencies of the normal modes of vibration. 
K ^ is the enerry of static lattice denoted by ^  , in which 
t>9 
ttw particles occupy their mean positions of equilibrium* The 
second part of the equation (4,1),F-j gives the contribution 
of the lat t ice vibrations to the free energy, the sunmation 
i s carried over n states of vibrations* 
If a solid i s deformed| thm the mean positions of i t s 
particles shift vhich change the frequencies as well as i t s 
static energy ^ , I t i s assuMd here that both ^^0 ( i , ~ )^ and 
^ are fimctions of voluoae onlyi at any tsnperature, as the 
change in volume occurs isotropically* 
As define<i earlier, the equation of state of 




vhich from equation (4*1) can now be written as i 
-1 "A i 
-jN /r 
^:t ^ ^TH. 
r 
where 
I TH Ai i. i. r 
r-
1 r . '• 
(4.3) 
Thus the total pressure P can be treated to be consisting of 
two parts, the static part Pg^  and ths thermal part P^g, The 
t%io types of pressures can be evaluated i f the potential energy 
and the detailed vibration spectrum of the lat t ice as a function 
of i t s volts&e are known. 
If a dimensionless parameter y be defined as 1 
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-—/ 
the equation (4*3) can be written as t 
/ "T^  ' v4#4> 
This equation (4«4) i s sometimes simplified by assuming that 
all the I ( i» / ) are equal and independent of the frequ^eey. 
This approximation vas introdueed by Grisieis®! and i t leads to 
the equation s 
pV + V .:i'(v) . : - SI '^ ' '• T) E t^. 'i 3,1.. (4.5) 
— /' r 
Assimiing Y to be also lnr!et)»ndent of temperature^ a relation 
betveoi isobaric exapansivity X^f isothermal ccMspressibility fV 
•olume V and molar specific heat at constant volume C^  can be 
obtained as t 
"^  i r ? (4.6) 
FOr t^aperatures small as compared to the Debye temperature 
C^ of the solJUii this relation seems to be valid especially 
for polyatcMsic molecules* 
?tor an actual frequency distribution function, i s 
defined as follows i 
/ 
Y - ~ J _ . , L. 
:vrfK.£;^iii.^ .r:^'^^ .^^ yf^^^H-'. 
7--1 ' 1 ' - ' ' (4.7) 
The constant defined by equations (4»6) or (4«7) Is known as 
Griinelsen*s constant of the solid. In literature, i t Is found 
that most of the work done on the equation of state of solids i s 
confined to the detemlnation of f • This ccaistant ae^s to 
play the same role in the case of thensal expansion as Debye 
temperature (-^f^ in the study of specific heat of a sol id. Further 
details may be found in the papers by Sharoa and Joshi on 
IS 
anisotropic ontintaa model, by Toys on alkali and noble metals 
13 
using quantum mechanical methods, by ColHn»'^ *'on the determina-
tion of "^fran the pressure dependence of elastic constants, by 14 Arenstein, Hatcher and Reuberger on Roeksalt structures by 
15 
using differ<nit potentials, by Blaokman on two dimcoisicmal 
16 
lat t ice and by Barron and Lead-Butler*^ for general remarks on the 
variation of f with temperature. 
4.3 BOUATIQN OP STAIE OP CABISm CHLORIDE TYPS Of SlRgCTORE t 
As given in ti^ las t chapter, the static ^lergy of the 
crystal of caesltu chloride type of structure is given by 
%rfaere (^ ) i s the non-Coulosinblan term, tov which a quantum -
mechanically favoixred form i s s 
'^t --•') -- ' • '"^'^ " ' / ' (4.9) 
where b and - are the two parameters which are usually deter-
mined from the two equations which follow frcwa the condition of 
iz 
equilibrium and the relationship betwewi the compressibility 
and the second derivative of the pot«ntial energy at the 
absolute zero of temperature* 
I t follows from equation (4 ,3) , (4«8) and (4*9) that i 
i^l- , Z4^^ / / t- bJ6 A. ] (4^10) 
0 
.V<H - . - ' ^ ^ '- V. k T - - ^ ^ - T ( 4 ^ 1 1 ) 
where rt; • i_ ' - > ! : ; ' _ ; 
' . _ - > s ••: v ' ^ ^ ; ^ _ , . 
A /• i s the nearest neighbour distance corresponding to tiie volime 
• » ;- ^^c i s the volixne at zero degree absolute* 
The frequencies • *;^}appearing in equation (4*7) can 
be found fr<»a the eigen-values ^^  ( ^ t ) of the 6 x 6 symitetrie 
matrix 
I 7 - . ^\ ^ "^  i ' - '^/'"^!/' (4.12) 
by using the relation 
. . . r ^ ••" ^ ~ 
where V^ is the volume of the unit rhosbohedral cell. The curly 
brackets are defined by t 
k iv'' , J". ' •_ '*•-':'' \ f " ''' '' ' 
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where >>^  i s the mass of the ion labelled K. 
In the present calculations the values of '^^:'^^ have been 
17 taken from Sharan and Tew«ri*s %iork» 
The square brackets for the repulsive part are defined 
by t 
_^l^ ^ •' 
(4.14) 
where |. !, /, are integers auch that 
'• r 
I , j ^ -1^ ^•*r-:^  \, '"^^^x are a l l even integers in this 
case* 
The parameter A & 3 sat isfy the follo%dLng relations t 
C^ -'s) 
where A^  and B^ represent the values of k and B at OK, A.*s 
and Bj 's have been evaluated for the different voltMes corres-
ponding to which ten gj*s have been taken between 1.00 and 1,27 
at intervals of 0«03. The highest value of gj » 1»37 i s fixed 
tT(m the observed thei^al €>crpansion near tha melting point 
18 
of eaesloa br<^lde (Mellor, 1963) « 
The various AJ's and B^'s are related to eacli other by 
the following relations i 
Ih A. I \ A ^ I J -
J ' • C \ I: 
At O^ K tae values of different constants given by Bom and 
Huang^ ^ for Caesium Brc»!iide are i 
1,7627 , » 3*665 X 10"^ cm and 
- I l\ m 6.10 X 10*^^ em^ I y,^ 
The above data alongwith the two oonditlcms mentioned earlier 
yield t 
j « 0,3034 X 10*® cm 
A. m ' < / X, m . .3383 
4«0983 
The valt^s of rj*s, A4*s and Bj*8 calculated for dilfer^ait 







































The total pressure for (1 mole of) the caesitm bromide 
crystal can be determined frcsa equations (4.10) and (4.11) provided 
(t^) and 
-^  V 
H are knoim for each wave vector and for each 
volume Vy For a general survey of the probl«n and to save the 
enormous labour in evaluating the frequencies| the f i r s t Brill-
ouin zone is now divided into 5 x 5 x 5 equal parts. I t means 
that each of the present mesh nov contains eight of the meshes 
used in the earlier calculations of l a s t chapter. t-1 - ; for 
the various phase points are picked up directly from tables (2,1) 
K - i 
and the quantities J f: ^ are calculated using equations (4.14). 
Thus the total cot^ling coefficiMits are calculated and are given 
in tables (4.2) for al l tt» ten volumes. It is observed fr(^ 
these tables that at higher voltnes, for g''; 1.21| sc^e of the 
eigen-values for some phase points are negative i . e . , i f the 
dynamical matrices for these points are solved these lead to 
imaginary frequencies. 
The occurrence of the imaginary frequencies for a parti., 
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this and tha higher values of "g* (Bom has discussed this 
point in detail in the article on the Mechanical Stability of 
Simple Lattice in his book). Since these g*s for vhich the 
roots of the secular matrix are negative for certain vava 
vactorsi are less than the observed *g* near tha melting point, 
i t implies that caesium bromide crystal becomes unstable much 
before i t s melting point is reached* This i s a conclusion 
vhlch is contrary to tha predictions of the earlier vorkers 
(Verma and Dayal, Furth)} according to which the theoretical 
melting point should be higher thtfi the experloMital one* 
Physically i t means that th© real form of the potential fraiction 
i s such that the distance betvetfx the minimum and t^e point of 
inflexion of the potential energy curve Is greater than that 
exists in the form of the potential energy considered here. Thus 
It i s worth while to consider the stabi l i ty of the caesium 
bromide lat t ice upto i t s melting point in detail* 
4*4 §yAB;an Qr 7\p ,<fmim "^mmm ^ ^ T I ? ^ > 
In order to study the stabi l i ty of the lat t ice for higher 
volumesi i t i s worth while to consider the various other forms 
of tha potential energy functions s some of the import^it foxisis 
are given below i 
Bom*s theory treats the constituents of ionic crystals 
as positively charged metal atom ions and negatively charged 
67 
electro negative atom ions* Ions are takan as spherically 
s^fmmetric and their interaction is supposed to be central* 
The repulsive term is taken as i 
T : 'V 
where r i s the nearest neifhbcittr distance ard B and n are 
constants for the ent i re c rys ta l . The constants B and n 
are determined by applyirg the condition of equilibritan and 
equating the experimental and the theoretical compressibility. 
The value of n can also be determined from an approximate 
theoretical treatment of the interaction of closed shell elec-
20 tronic configurations (Pauling) or from the equation of state 
21 
of rare gases (Lennard Jones), I t may be rcraarked that the 
change of n may affect the other physical properties but there 
is no significant change for the energy of the crys ta ls , because 
a chtfige of n by xmttf affects energy by 1 or 2 percent. This 
form of the repulsive term gives values for cohesive energy vhich 
i s in good agreement v i th the experiments but there are other 
problems l ike s t ab i l i t y , transit ion e t c , where i t needs modifi-
cation. 
Bom and Mayer studied the interionic forces in solids 
using quantiss mechanical methods and obtained the repulsive 
term as 
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\d3iere ^ and r are constants vhlch are determined eraplrloally 
from ec^presslbUlty snd applying the condition of equilibrium. 
I f second neighbours contributions are taken Into account Born • 
Mayer form of potential beecunes t 
Here K and M' are ths numbers of f i r s t and the second nearest 
n^lgabo'irs, r* Is the distance of the second neighbours, b ^ 
and b •»- e t c . represent the Interactions betve«i l ike ions. This 
equation requires the determination of three repulsive parameters 
namely Mb . M* (b b ) said f • The individual parameters 
are dstermined by taking into account the approximate addltivity 
of the lnteri(»nic distance, which suggests the Introduction of 
character is t ic length for the ioiis In the family (basic r ad i i ) . 
The Bom-Mayer potential function for ionic crystals has 
been applied to the a lkal i halides with marked success In descri-
bing the l a t t i c e energy and i t s variation vl th compressions. 
When these are small, this potential has been used often for more 
dti.icate problems l ike energy chtfige a t the traaasitlon point, stab-
i l i t y involving these substances. In some such eases, the function 
has deviated substantial ly from the observed data and the attempts 
have been made to modify i t in such a way so as to remove the 
specific discrepancy. 
22 
(3) Douglas has very recently used t l» following modified 
form of Bom-Mayer potential i 
b9 
here M and M* are the coordination nimbers for unlike and l ike 
Ions respectively, b Is a constant for a l l s a l t s , C^., C^^, 
C__ are factors (varying from .75 to 2) character is t ic of the 
Ion pair , Y^ and ^, are the basic rad i i , a' i s the rat io of 
distances of next nearest to nearest nelgibours, and ^ , j ^ , , -
are the repulsion parttseters. Here f , j and j - - have be^ m 
assigned dl f fera i t values for the l ike and tmllke Ion pairs 
In such a vay that the large deviations fro® the observed com-
press lbUl t les of the l l th l tm halldes are rcasoved. fhese devia-
tions vera attr ibuted to mailed anion « anion repulsion. He 
obtained l a t t i c e parameters in excellent agreement with the 
experira<^tal ones by using al ternat ive sets of basic r a d i i . 
(4) Masastjema* s^^ fona of potential ftmctlon i s 
where n » 7 . The constants C and ^^ can be detenained in the 
usual manner* 
All these forms of potential function were t r ied, but 
they did not produce any significant effect. The inclusion 
of the next nearest neighbours vas also tried using: the potential 
energy function giv^a by Douglas, but I t proved to be a vain 
attempt. The form of Wasastjema's function vas also tried for 
n « -3 and n » *2» 
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All the faUures and a careful analysis of the problem 
show that the contribution of the attractive term should be 
larger than what has been considered so far. Since the constants 
of most of the iion&oalomblan terms are «aplrleal In nature and 
the values obtain^ by dlffer(»it \rorkers (Oouglasi Born and 
Huang e tc . ) differ greatly from each other, i t will not be very 
i l logical i f one of these important attractive terms i s increased 
by an arbitrary factor* The most significant contribution to the 
attractive terms arises from the Vander \m^V s forceSf although 
they form a small part of the total energy, but change rapidly 
vlth the lat t ice seperation* This approach also gains strength 
24 
from the work of May and Born-Mayer on caesium halides* Accor-
ding to May, the 7ander Waal's and the dipole quadrupole terms 
have to be multiplied by a factor of 7 to get the proper heat 
of transition of caesium chloride* Born and Mayer found i t 
necessary to multiply these terms by 2 in order to explain the 
fact that the caesium chloride type of lat t ice is more stable 
than the sotiua chloride type at O^ K* In the present case, the 
Vander Waal's term and the dipole - quadrupole terms have been 
multiplied by a f^ tor of three* 
Thus the following expression for the potential energy 
has been used* 
(4*16) 
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In tha abova axprassionf C and D ara tha dlpola-dlpole and dipola 
quadrupola forea etmstants and thasa ara of tha form 
c « S e^_ -t- 4^ ' 
D « S^  ^ + - 4- ^ ^ ^ + + ^ - -) 
vhara S ,^ Sg ate* ara tha ntmbers dapandlng up<si tha typa of 
tha la t t i ce and C^» C^ , C^ ,^ d.^, d^ ,^ d.^ ara tha consttfits 
arising out of tha Intaraotlon batwaan tha various typas of ions, 
the suffixes Indloata tha signs of the Interacting lons) 
Tha total coupling coefflclants ) 'x'aj how consist of 
four parts, CouloiBblani repulsive, Vander ¥aal*s, and dipola-
quadrupola* The stsa of the last two parts can be represented as 
I ^M • In order to calculate these, two new parameters are 
Introduced, which are defined as follows : 
V; l\: ^• 
'"^ Y 




i K K j can ba wrltt<m as i 
V I 
> - f" 
• . . . (4a7) 
k '^ — V ~ 
[3 I 
•^  / < 
Kr-' (4.18) 
Further If one considers only the eight nearest neighbour 
vl 2 
intaraetion, i t can ba shown that t 
and for K^K% 
-J (4*19) 
Inclusion of tha additional attractive tanas modify 
the equations (4.10) and (4,11). Applying tha condition of 
equilibriUB, the following relations between '^r$^ ©tc, can be 
obtained i 
and '^ r J. « !^ ^^ /Pc •+ '- ^ • /^ ^ ^ '-,^ - 7 ' ' ^/:'':-^/£ 
and 'fvc • - 'f Ar /- (4ao) 
«>60 9 
substituting for \ « 1.7627, C » 2070 x 10 arg ca'^, and 
D a 3600 X 10* erg cm^ fraa the work of Mayer, one gets 
5 » 0.40194 X 10 cm for caesium bromide, ttoing tha naw 
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The repulsive coi^^ling coefficients, the additional 
coupling coefficients and thus the total coupling ooefficlenta 
are calculated once again aM are given in t i t l e s (4«4)« 
The seeialar detexminantS for the variotis points of the 
phase spaee are solved for all the ten values of g nnd all the 
frequencies obtained vera found to be real« These are given 
in tables (4^5)« The potential energy function used thus 
explains the stabil i ty of the lat t ice frcHS absolute eero 
of temperature right upto i t s melting point* 
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The eoepression t 
0" 'i r' L 
i s obtained using the new potential eiaergy function, Subs« 
t i tu t ing for a l l the quanti t ies occurring in i t , Pg^'s were 
calculated for a l l volume r a t i o s . 
lL'.:li Fr<» the values of ; < {) , the quanti t ies 
have been evaluated applying Kewton's method of interpolation. 
Earlier workers in this field have mostly used histogram method 
for this purpose. As the number of phase points is low, Newton* s 
method will cer tainly improve the aoeuraoy of the thermodynamic 
quanti t ies obtained. 
Thermal pressures at a part icular voliane have been 
evaluated in the temperature range frcMo lOO^ K^ to 1050**K using 
the equation (4«11)* 
Ihus to ta l pressure a t the ten volumas arid different 
teiBperstares were calculated (Dable 4 ,6) , All these calcu-
la t ions were ccxnputed at Ins t i tu te of Agricultural Research 
iJ ta t is t ics , Kew Delhi, using IBM 1630 Model I I , Slectronic com-
puter, 
4,6 IlSTOTg #D D;?g??§;OK I 
In figure 4,1 the isotherms of caesium bromide i . e . , 
P Vs, g curves Tor different temperatures have been drawn. 
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SomQ of the isotherms show a minlmuB and tha usual trand of 
intersecting tviea the axis of zaro pressure* This feature 
appears in the works of a l l the ear l i e r workers* Tha higher 
volume i s usually associated with the formation of tha liquid 
phase where the present theory i s not applicable?. The condi-
tion of equilibrium at any temperature i s 
Thus the distance of the point from the origin where the 
i s o t h a n i t a part icular temperature intersects the axis of 
zero presiiure gives the equilibriira volume of the crystal at 
the part icular temperature* Again, the value of the slope of 
the isotherm at the point, where i t intersects the axis of 
aero pressure i s a measure of the isotiiemal compressibility 
of the crystal i*e«, 
According to the thoory advanced by xiersfeld and Mayer, the 
melting point is defined as the t^aperature of tne isotherm 
which totiches the ajcis of zero pressure* This definitican 
leads to a melting point of 1025^ K for eaasiaoi bromide* This 
i s about 15^ higher thi^ the experimentally determined melting 
point which is 909**K* Though this definition of the aielting 
point i s s t i l l in use as i s evident from some of the recent 
works (Tripathi, Verma and Dayai) , but i t may be remaiked 
that i t i s very unsatisfactory* The consequence of tha 
U2 
dafinltion are that (--L ) » 0 at the melting point i . e . , 
cofflpressibiXlty is in f in i t e . We know defini tely that there 
is no llAUid with inf ini te compressibility. Hence truly 
speaking, a t best this temperatiare corresponds to the c r i t i ca l 
s ta te where the crystal i s being transfox^ed into the vapour 
or the gaseous s t a t e . Tiw use of a better definition of the 
melting p^int is called for. 
Knowing the e-iuilibritoi voluiaa froza the isothems at 
P « 0 for various temperatures, one can determine the thermal 
expansion a t any tetaperature fr<wi P Vs. V curve, 'iho distance 
between the points VHBTQ the isotiisrms cut the axis of zero 
pressure gives the change In volume between two temperatures 
of the isotherms and hence the coeffiei^)t of thermal expansion. 
The figure 4.2 gives a comparative plot of the tJtssore-
t i ca l and the experimental thermal expansion at various temper-
atures . The ^xperlntental data on caesium bromide has been taken 
from the work of Pathnk and Pandva*^®, Krishnan and Srinivasan'^ 
Bnd Johnson, Apron and Bredlng . The theoretical values differ 
at the lower temperature and th i s difference increases progre-
ssively at higher temperatures. 
In figure 4.3 the experimental arid the present values 
of the compressibilities have been drawn against temperature. 
Ihe experimental data have becaa taken from the vorks of Kanrov, 
29 
latarechsnko and Stepanov • 
xio^' too 
Flgttw 4.2 th«ra«l •xpansion of QMsitim l>rcaiid« i 
- ^ - aat2ior*t thoortileal oti7Y«s| — 
«xperla«iital points from tha vork of 
PatlM* •Rd Pandya (1960) aw! Krlahnan 
and Srlnivasan (19S6)| x»«x**x JTolmson 
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1.3 
I t might be jaentionsd that the present approach is 
only a f i r s t approximaticai to the t ru th . A more accurate 
theory si»uld Include second and if necessary higher neigh-
bour interactions, the polarization and the anhanaonlc effects* 
Polarisation affects have been conaiderad in the i r shell model 
30 by Cowley, Cochran, Brockhouse and Woods and in his defor-
3L 
mation dipole model by Hardy • The application of the shell 
model has to wait t i l l sufficient experimental data are avai-
lable to detensine a number of constants occurring in i t* 
Hardy's model apparently has some direct bearing to the pres«tit 
subject as he t r ied to solve the problem of ins tab i l i ty faced 
ea r l i e r by Lyddane and Hersfeld In tha case of sodium 
chloride* However, the Ins tab i l i ty and the two values of res t -
strahlon frequencies are the inherent weaknesses of Lyddane and 
flerafeld's model* Ihey have been iiseussed in de t s i l by Keller-
mann and do not occur In his model, Dr* Dayal's proup (Verma 
?jid Dayal, D©o and Dayal) has done calculations on aodiia 
chloride struct ' ires xaing Kelleraann's model, they do not find 
even at high temperatures any ins tab i l i ty problem of the tyjie 
reported by us for caesium bromide* This i s the new point in 
our wo2^* Hardy has not considered the temperature effects* In 
his work the s t a b i l i t y at room ter.perature i s obtained by changing 
the values of polari2abll i ty azid there i s no guarantee that the 
same values of polar isabi l i ty would explain the results r ight 
upto the melting point* Further there are certain par&aoters 
1^* 
l i ke | (k ) and b(k) occurring in liardy** paper which have been 
a rb i t r a r i ly put equal to zero without offering mf j u s t i f i -
cation for doing i t* Considering a l l these points i t appears 
that the success of Hardy's metiiod at every stage vould depend 
upon the choice of a new value of polar isabi l l ty i a t l eas t 
our metiiod i s free from this objection and arbi trary adjustment 
of the par8»teters* 
I t is necessary to s t ress that quasi-harmonic theories 
presffinted in this paper have only limited va l id i ty at hifh 
temperatures where ^ruharmcmic terms in the fr«je energy gtre 
cer tainly impbrtant* The effect of ariharmonicity on the 
34 
isotherms of sodium chloride have been lnvesti«^ated by Fletcher • 
His isotheiTOs do not in tersect the axis of t»vo pressure at «iy 
temperatujre, in other words tnere is no equHibrium volume at 
any temperature* Similarly his resul ts on the specific heat 
and the compressibility are unreal is t ic* Thus i t i s not encoura-
glng to apply his method to our case* Recently Coirley'*^ has 
discussed the anhamonie effects in the study of the Lattice 
Dynamics of SodttHS iodide and Potassium brontde crystals \islng 
the phonon thftTmodynaroie Gre<«i* s fimctions* The accurate mea-
surements are now available for the frequenci'^s of the normal 
modes of these c rys ta l s . I t i s rather unfortunate that his 
metiK)d i s not applicable to the caesium Bromide crystal due to 
the lack of experimental data for the frequMicy of i t s normal 
codes* 
U5 
Xt may be added . in the end t h a t the cohesive energy 
ca lcu la t ion using equation (4*16) i s in food agreement with 
the observed value* Thus the poin ts i n favour of using the 
po t en t i a l function giveoi by equation (4.16) are t h a t i t gives 
s a t i s f ac to ry value of cohesive energy aind keeps the c rys ta l 
s t ab le up to melting point and does not lead to imaginary 
frequencies. 
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In this chapter the evaluation of phonon spectrum of 
eaesiUD bromide using the expression for the potential energy 
given in the last chapter is done. The study of variation of 
heat capacity with temperature and Debye-temperature with tem-
perature i s also completed and the results compared with those 
obtained previously* 
5.1 g:<Pf^ g§9X0??§ m ?:Q|^ <?Q?PI>;w<f gQ^Fy|fft§iiy§ s 
The following expression for the potential energy is 
used for evaluating the total coupling coefficients in this 
chapter i 
4(y3 . 1 4 ^ - ^ - V' + - t-^^^?y (,.1) 
vhere C & D are the dlpole-dlpole and dipole»quadrupole force 
constants. 
As given in the la s t chapter the total coupling coeffi-
cient [ H ] now consists of four parts, CoulcMnbiani repulsive, 
Vender Waal's and dipole-quadrupole. ?our parameter A» B, A* 
and B* are defined as follows t (following Kellermann in the 
case of Soditm Chloride type of structure) 
1-9 
- "~ I ^'-^ 
L i f J , ,-
•r- 'fcjd 
• - - « '^ -^  e <5,2) 
Ihe values of these parameters are detennined using the condl-
tion of equi l ibr lm 
- - t - i t 
and tne relations betveen rO| 9 and ^ are given by the 
expressions 
I 
^ ^ • ' - r '^"- '' ' > • (5,3) 
and '^ - « .-#^ "- • '^ - ,"•; (5.4) 
( 'r I 
M 
f ' 
- '' • 
-^y -^
. 'c^  r 
. ' '1 -
; - - ^ , / 
substituting for « 1,7627, C « 2070 x 1 0 * ^ erg cm^ 
and D « 3600 x 1 0 * ^ erg cm^ from the work 
of Mayer^, one gets A « - .800635 
B a 7.4559 A» « - .3327 , B« • - 2.4373 




fixcli»3ing K a K' and smuaing for the eight nearest neighbours 
120 
given by ro (j;l» Jtif JtD ^^*^ obtains 
t ~ 1 '•"'•^ . ; ^ i ^ .^ • • • . . ' .^  / •^^^' 
-. - - . .- (^  - - _ , - - - r r . ^,p - - - - _ • - [• Af '-
r N , 
(5 ,7) 
For K « K» 
f- f< 
(. -^  
(5.8) 
(5,9) 
For K .-- K» 
I ^ ( , i. • ' -
"/ (5.10) 
/ - • • 
/ t I I 
•/' 
and similar expressions for ^ ' , 
All these expressions were used to evaluate the various coi:q[>ling 
coeff ic ients for the non-equivalent 56 phase points of the f i r s t 
Bril louin sone for vhieh the Couloobian coupling coeff ic ients 
have be«!i taksn from tables (2 .1) and ( 2 . 2 ) . The tota l oouplinc 
coef f ic ients are evaluated and given in table (5.1) and ( 5 . 2 ) . 
S.2 PI£)KOH SPBCTRTJM AHD DI3PB3^I0N RSLAIIOHS OF CAESIUM BROMIDE i 
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the secular detenalnant of order six given by 
h-A!^!^'} - co^ ^ ^ (5.11) 
vhere ^ ,^ 
The solutions of 56 suoh determinants were obtained using the 
IBM 1620 Model I I Kleetronle Ck>mputer a t the Ins t i tu te of Agri-
culture Research S ta t i s t i ca l Pusa, Kev Delhi. These frequencies 
are given in table (5 .3 ) . AQ has been done in chapter III» the 
ccHsplete frequwicy range has be^a divided Into twenty one equal 
intervals in this case with a width of ^^ •^,02 x 10 '^^ 
for plott ing gCZ )^ versus '^ curve. In figure (6.1) the ordlnates 
gives the number of frequencies in each step in arbi trary milts 
and abscissa the frequency range. TIM saooth phonon frequency 
dis t r ibut ion curve i s obtained by Joining the mid points of the 
steps and making the area under the curve equal to the area under 
the his tog r as . 
-> The dispersion curves that i s V ?s« Y curves in the 
sj^aetry directions ire drawn by taking frequencies for the 
longitudinal and transverse brancheSf from the table (5.3) as the 
separation of e las t ic waves in these branches only occurs along 
these symmetry directions and these curves are shown in figures 
(5 .2) , (5.3) and (5.4) respectively. 
5.3 dPSCinC liSAT MP DEBYS TEMPERATTTRE OF CAESITJM BROMIDE i 
As explained in Chapter I I I , the specific heat of one 
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Figure 5 .1 Piioncn frequency d i s t r l b i i t i o i i cnrv© 
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*lrurf> 5.2 Dispersion suj^a for (100) d i r sc t io iu l 
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Fiirtire 5,4 DisDersior? curve for (111) directiont 
• r.f>nyitudlnal; Transverse. ' 
u^ 
mole of a crystal Is given by 
0 
where n i s the atomicity of tae molecule belnp two in the 
present case and r ( ) d i s the number of freq'iencieg in 
the frequency range and ~i^*> A'^ and E ( - ^ J i s the Eins te in ' s 
function, Ihus the ntMerlcal in tegra t ion of the equation 
(5,1^) gives the spec i f ic heat a t a p a r t i c u l a r t e roe ra tu re 
corresponding to the value of 1 used in the expression B ( l ^ y 
These are given in t ab le (5.4) and Cy Vs. T curve i s shown in 
f igure ( 5 . 5 ) , 
Debye teaperaturn corresponding to d i f f e r en t values of 
T are a lso calculated ^ d are given in t ab le (5.A)' \p^&» T 
curve is shown In fii^ure ( 5 . 6 ) . 
Figures (5 .7) and (5*8) show Cy Vs. f curves and 0^ 7i» 
T curves obtained by two methods used in t n i s inves t iga t ion . 
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The phoiMsn frequency distr ibution curve shovn in 
figure (S. l ) has three peaks one higher than the other tvo 
on ei ther side of i t . Karo^ has studied recently the phonon 
spectrum of caesitra bromide using the rigorous ion model and 
the defoliation dipole model. The present curve i s in fair 
agreement v i th his r e su l t s . Similar results have been 
obtained by Krishnamurthy and Haridasa while working <m the 
Raman spectrum of oaesitss bronide using Bom and Brad burn 
method. Tewari has obtained similar curves showing three 
peaks while studying theoretically the thermal properties of 
caesium chloride and caesiiM iodide. 
I t i s rather interesting to note that C^ versus T and 
versus T curves obtained using the new expression of poten* 
t i a l energy have moat of the features in commcm with those 
obtained by other workers in th is field and also by the method 
described in chapter I I I . The values of 0^ obtained at various 
temperatures are s l ight ly less than those obtained previously 
at those tesj'^eratures due to sn expected increase in the values 
of phoncai frequencies. The values of ©p ar© on the whole higher 
than the previous values as i s evidf^nt from figure (5.3) but 
the value of Debye temperature at 0**K la 14&®,5 K obtained by 
extrapolating t h e ^ verstis T curve. This i s found to be in 
good agreement with the resul t obtained by Marshall®, 
130 
tTnfortimately there are no experiraertal data with which to 
coiBpare a l l thesf^ values* I t i s ihns hoped tha t in the near 
future more experimental work on oaesiuia bromide c ry s t a l wi l l 
confirm these r e su l t s* 
5*5 1* E*W*Kellermann, Phil* Trans* Boy* Soo* 233^ 513 (1940). 
2* J.S.Mayer, J.Caem* Phys* i , 270 (1933). 
3 . A.M.Karo, 0CRL « 14308, Cham. tJC -4 TID - 4500 (44^Bd) 
3<:>pt* 3 , 1965* 
4* N*Kri3hnflraurthy and T*M. ilarldasa, Ind* Jour . Pure 
Appl. Phys. 4 , No,9, 337 (1968). 
6 . L.M.Tewarl, Ph*D. Thesis, I . I . T . , FEW mhiH (^Ttipubllshed). 
6* B.J .Marshall , Phys. Rev. 123,,. 72 (1961). 
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Phonon Spectrum of Caesium Bromide 
By 
J . D. D H E E E 1) and B . SHAKAK 
Sharan and Tiwari's work has been extended to the evaluation of the phonon spectrum 
of caesium bromide. Heat capacity and dj) vs. T curves show the usual behaviour at low 
temperature. The present extrapolated value of dg is 149 °K and is in agreement with 
the theoretical calculations of Marshall. 
Die Untersuchungen von Sharan und Tiwari zur Berechnung des Phononenspektrums 
wurden auf Casiumbromid erweitert. Die Warmekapazitiit und die Abhangigkeit 0j){T) 
zeigen bei tiefen Temperaturen das iibliche Verhalten. Der in dieser Arbeit durch Extra-
polation ermittelte Wert von QQ = 149 °K ist in tlbereinstimmung mit den theoretischen 
Berechnungen von Marshall. 
1. Introduction 
In a programme of work on the thermal properties of caesium halides, the 
authors have now taken up the case of caesium bromide. I t is interesting to note 
t h a t from all alkali halides, only three halides CsCl, CsBr and Csl crystallise in 
the body-centred cubic system. This discrepancy is associated with the large 
volume of the caesium ion which permits the grouping of eight halide ions 
about its surface. This simple picture, however, fails to explain two very im-
por tant observations, a) why like CsCl, crystals of CsBr, do not undergo any 
phase transi t ions to the face-centred cubic NaCl s tructure up to its melt ing 
point and b) why growth of CsBr from the vapour phase on the cleavage surface 
of mica, LiF, etc. takes place with the f.c.c. NaCl s tructure (Schulz [1]). Ob-
viously, such questions and other related properties can only be answered by 
a proper s tudy of i ts lat t ice dynamics. 
The lattice dynamics of alkali halides crystallising in the rocksalt s t ructure 
has been discussed by Lyddane and Herzfeld [2], l ona [3], and Kel lermann [4]. 
Kellermann's model has been applied to all the sodium and potassium halides 
by Karo [5, 6]. All of them consider the stabil i ty of the lattice in terms of the 
Coulombian and non-Coulombian forces but differ in their methods of arriving 
a t the value of the coupling coefficients. Debye tempera tures and elastic 
constants of CsCl type of lattices have been calculated independently by Krish-
nan and Roy [7], Marshall [8], Joshi and Mitra [9], Zhdanov and Katalnikov 
[10], and Zvyogina and Iveronova [11]. They were however concerned only with 
the average properties and not with a detailed evaluation of the phonon fre-
quency dis tr ibut ion. Kel lermann 's model has been recently extended to caesium 
halides by Ganesan and Srinivasan [12] and Sharan and Tiwari [13, 14]. The 
la t ter have used reststraJilefi frequency instead of compressibility to determine 
the repulsive pa r t of the coupling coefficients. The s tudy of the var ia t ion of heat 
capacity with tempera ture of caesium bromide is also done in the same manner . 
)^ Lecturer at Women's College, Aligarh. 
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2. Phonon Frequency Distribution 
Caesium bromide is similar to caesium chloride in all respects. All the nota-
tions and the equations used are the same as already given by Sharan and Tiwari. 
As before the calculations have been confined to the 56 non-equivalent phase 
points of the first Brillouin zone- which to ta l to 1 0 x 1 0 x 1 0 when properly 
weighed. The to ta l coupling coefficients of the present calculations for the 
56 phase points are given in units of e^jv^ in Table 1. The to ta l coupling coeffi-
cients are made up of two par ts , Coulombian and non-Coulombian. The Coulom-
bian par t has been directly taken from the earlier work of Sharan and Tiwari. 
The following da ta has been used for the determinat ion of the non-Coulombian 
pa r t : 
A = - 1.0178 , B = 4.195 , 4.29 A 
Since the contribution of this par t decreases very rapidly, i ts effect has been 
considered only for the nearest neighbours. 
Out of the fifty six 6 x 6 determinants , 16 factorize into simpler de terminants , 
which have been solved by using a Cellatron model of Mercedes. The remaining 
40 which are general, have been solved on a computer of Bangolore, Hindus tan 
Aeronautics L td . I t may be remarked t ha t since the roots in many cases are 
not very much different, Aitken's method of deflation is not very helpful here. 
The phonon freqviencies so obtained are given in Table 2. The complete frequency 
range has been divided into twenty equal intervals of width Av = 0.02 X 10'^ s~i 
for plotting a histogram. The smooth phonon frequency distr ibution curve 
obtained by joining the midpoints of the histogram is shown in Fig. 1. Dispersion 
curves have also been drawn for the three symmetry directions (100), (110), 
and (111) (Figs. 2, 3, 4). I t is only along these directions tha t the elastic waves 
can be separated into a purely longitudinal or purely transverse component. 
The contribution to the heat capacity at a particular tempera ture of each 
step has been found in the usual manner. The heat capacities so obtained are 




Fig. 1. Plionon frequency distriliution curve 
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Table l b 
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curves are shown in Fig. 5 and 6 respectively. No a t t empt has been made 
to extend the calculations below 5 °K as the mesh at such low tempera ture 
becomes too coarse. 
Table 3 



































The Cj-T and d-T curves have most of the features in common with those 
found in other caesium halides. By extrapolat ion of the present curve at 0 °K, 
a value of OQ = 149 °K is obtained. The theoretical calculations of Mitra and 
Joshi based on elastic constants yield OQ = 136 °K. On the other hand Marshall 
has obtained two values of Oo = 149.2 ± 2 °K and 149.0 ± 2 °K, the former 
one by using Betts , Bhat ia and Wymann ' s method [15] and the la t ter from 
De Launay 's tables [16]. Our value of OQ is in good agreement with those of 
Marshall. The lack of experimental data on the heat capacity of caesium bromide 
prevents us from any further comparison. For a proper evaluation of our results 
laboratory work on the specific heat at low temperatures is called for. However 
it may be remarked t ha t the curve of the phonon frequency distr ibution shows 
only one peak, the value of which does not agree with the observed reststrahlen 
frequency. This discrepancy is more prominent t han is observed in the work 
of Kellermann on sodium chloride. I t must be ascribed to the limited na ture 
of the interaction considered which has ignored the polarizability of the ions 
and the second nearest neighbour contr ibut ion to the non-Colomubian te rm. 
The effect of polarizability in the case of sodium and potassium halides has 
been discussed by Born and Huang [17], Lundquist , Lundstorm, Tenerz, and 
Waller [18], and more recently by Woods, Cocharan and Brockhouse [19]. The 
preliminary considerations show tha t this effect should be more pronounced 
in the case of caesium bromide because of a very strongly polarizable caesium 
ion. The dielectric properties, the contr ibution of the next nearest neighbour 
to the repulsive terms, and the stabil i ty of the lattice up to its melting point 
are under investigation and Avill be presented in due course. 
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Abstract. The study of the equation of state of caesium bromide is based on the 
method adopted by Verma and Dayal for sodium chloride. It was observed that, 
corresponding to the volume ratio VTIVO > 1 '18 for some wave vectors, some of the 
frequencies obtained by solving the secular determinant were imaginary. As this 
ratio was smaller than the maximum volume ratio 1 "27 for caesium bromide at the 
melting point, it implied that the usual form of the potential energy function leads 
to the instability of the lattice before it melts. All other available forms of the potential 
energy functions were also tried but did not improve the results. It was found that real 
frequencies could be obtained by augmenting Born and Mayer's potential by a term 
which is three times larger than the normal van der Waals and dipole-quadrupole terms. 
The new potential energy function has been used further for evaluating the 
following four quantities: cohesive energy, melting point and the temperature varia-
tions of thermal expansion and compressibility. The agreement with experiment is 
good for the first and reasonable for the other quantities. 
1. Introduction 
Such questions as what the configuration of a given type of particles at absolute zero 
should be, and what is the temperature at which the lattice would melt, can only be 
answered if we have a proper understanding of the nature of forces present in a solid. 
According to Born and Huang (1956), for structures with sufficient symmetry, the Madelung 
energy and the overlap energy are the most important terms, compared with the polariza-
tion effects which can be suppressed in a first approximation. Hund (1925) has studied 
the stability of the binary ionic lattices under the influence of the Coulomb and the overlap 
forces. He finds that, at the absolute zero of temperature and at zero pressure, of the three 
known types of structures, namely sodium chloride, caesium chloride and zinc blende, 
the first type is the most stable. Hund's work, however, did not explain the crystallization 
of three caesium halides, viz. caesium chloride, caesium bromide and caesium iodide, 
in the body-centred cubic system. Even the relative sizes of the caesium and the halide 
ions favour a sodium chloride'type of structure for these halides. According to Jacobs 
(1938), inclusion of the van der Waals potential reduces the difference in the potential 
energies of the sodium chloride and the caesium chloride type of structures, but by no 
means makes it a minimum for the latter. May (1937, 1938) found that the van der Waals 
potential as estimated by Mayer (1933) has to be multiplied by 3-5 to reproduce correctly 
the energy difference. Recently, the stability of the cubic and the hexagonal close-packed 
structures has been discussed by Barron and Domb (1955), Kihara and Koba (1952) and 
Prins, Dumore and Tjoan (1952). All the above-mentioned workers have tackled the 
problem only from a limited point of view, i.e. obtaining the best possible value of the 
sublimation energies of the caesiam halides. The nature of the forces should also have a 
profound effect on the other thermodynamical properties and the comparison of these 
with the experiments should lead to a better understanding of the problem. 
All the thermodynamical properties are best studied with the aid of the equation of 
state. The negative isothermal partial derivative of the Helmholtz free energy with respect 
to volume, when equated to pressure, represents the equation of state of a solid. The 
Helmholtz free energy consists of two parts, the static part and the dynamic part. The 
first represents the potential energy of a non-vibrating lattice, whereas the second owes its 
origin to the presence of thermal vibrations. Accordingly, the pressures are also split 
into two parts, the static and the thermal pressures. The determination of both the parts 
t Lecturer, Women's College, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. 
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requires a knowledge of the configuration of the interacting particles, the law of force and 
the vibrational spectrum. The values of the pressure for various volumes at a given tem-
perature give one isotherm. Such isotherms are drawn for various temperatures which 
can be used afterwards for the determination of different thermodynamical properties, 
such as thermal expansion, compressibility, etc. 
The study of the ionic lattices is comparatively easier, since in alkali halides, at least, 
the attractive parts of the total interaction, viz. coulombic, van der Waals, etc., are well 
established. Fiirth (1945) has given expressions for the evaluation of the constants occurring 
in the repulsive part from various thermodynamical quantities. Blackman (1959) has 
investigated the thermal expansion of two-dimensional and close-packed hexagonal 
lattices with central forces. Except in the symmetry directions (Houston 1948), complete 
analytical solutions for the vibration spectrum are very difficult to obtain for a three-
dimensional lattice, and therefore one has to have recourse to the numerical methods. 
A rigorous study of the vibration spectrum of sodium chloride has been done by Keller-
mann (1940). Fletcher (1959) has studied the equation of state of sodium chloride. It is 
based on Kellermann's coulombic coupling coefficients and a power law of force. His work 
has been improved by Verma and Dayal (1963) who have used an exponential law of force 
and have assigned correct statistical weights to different vibrational modes. Verma and 
Dayal have also critically reviewed the work done on the equation of state of solids by 
earlier workers. They have also evaluated the melting point according to Herzfeld and 
Mayer's (1934) definition, i.e. the melting point is the temperature corresponding to that 
isotherm which touches the axis of zero pressure. The actual pressures are not likely to 
be very much different from zero. 
Recently Mitskevich (1963) has studied the equation of state of alkali halides in the 
Griineisen approximation. He has employed Einstein's model of specific heat and an 
exponential form of the repulsive force. He finds that for caesium bromide the Griineisen 
number remains almost constant from absolute zero to the room temperature. Mitskevich's 
conclusions are open to the same objections as those which are applicable to the use of 
Einstein's model. More recently Sharan and Tewari (1965, unpublished) have developed 
expressions for the equation of state for the caesium chloride type of structure and have 
studied the case of caesium chloride in detail. The present authors have undertaken the 
investigation of caesium bromide for the following reasons: 
(i) The interacting ions are heavy, so that the expressions developed in the quasi-
harmonic approximation can be applied with some justification. 
(ii) The contribution from the zero-point energy to the vibrations can be assumed to 
be negligible. 
(iii) It does not undergo any phase transformation before it melts. 
(iv) It exhibits a greater range of thermal expansion than is normally observed in the 
other alkali halides (in fact all the three caesium halides do so). 
A preliminary investigation based on Sharan and Tewari's (1965, unpublished) work 
shows that, in certain directions, the roots of the dynamical matrix turn out to be negative 
for higher volumes. This implies that the caesium bromide lattice, under the assumed 
form of the forces, disrupts even before it melts. This result is also contrary to the pre-
dictions of Fiirth, Verma and Dayal that the theoretical melting points should be higher 
than the observed ones. It might be remarked that Mitskevich's conclusions on caesium 
bromide are untenable. Firstly, he did not consider the vibrational spectrum and, secondly, 
his repulsive force will not explain its thermal expansion right up to the melting point. 
The removal of the negative roots, the stability of the lattice near the melting point and 
an explanation of the thermal expansion right from the absolute zero up to the melting 
point form the subject matter of this paper. In addition, the melting point, the cohesive 
energy and the compressibilities at various temperatures have also been calculated. 
2. The equation of state 
The free energy F oi z mole of a crystal is given by the expression 
_ ^, I hv(t, K)\ 
F = N<f> + kT^ 2 H^'^'^^^if^] ' = '^ '^ '^ ••• '^• (1) 
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In short, 
F = 0 + i?T (say) (2) 
Avhere i is the number of particles per unit cell, K is the wave vector, O is the potential 
energy of the static lattice and Fj. is the contribution of the lattice vibrations to the free 
energy. The equation of state can now be written as 
idF\ 
Jr \dv} \dv) 
= P.r. + P, (say) (3) 
where P^^ and P^h are the static and the thermal parts of the total pressure P of the lattice, 
respectively. The two types of pressure can be evaluated if the potential energy and the 
detailed vibration spectrum of the lattice as a function of its volume are known. Caesium 
bromide, the object of the present investigation, forms an ionic lattice and crystallizes 
in a body-centred cubic system. It is convenient to express the total static energy of the 
crystal as the sum of two parts, coulombic and non-coulombic, i.e. 
a.e 
^(0= — + m r ) . (4) 
The non-coulombic term is essentially repulsive and includes the effect of all the 
repulsive and the attractive forces except the coulombic; it is appreciable only for the 
nearest neighbours. For the non-coulombic term a quantum-mechanically favoured 
form is 
F(r) = bexp(~-\ (5) 
where b and p are the two parameters which are usually determined from the two equations 
which follow from the condition of equilibrium and the relationship between the com-
pressibility and the second derivative of the potential energy at the absolute zero of 
temperature. 
It follows from equations (3), (4) and (5) that 
A/S e^ 
P.t= - ^ -(o: + 3 V 3 ^ , ) 
Ah = 
where 
4- = — 
^ ^ 2 
— 22 
1 {dV{r) 








Tj is the nearest-neighbour distance corresponding to the volume z)y, g = vjv^ and VQ is the 
volume at 0 °K. 
The frequencies v{i, K) appearing in equation (7) can be found from the eigenvalues 
>.(?, K) of the 6 x 6 symmetric matrix 
by using the relation 
I J 
X y 
i,j = 1 , 2 
X, y = x,y,z 
v{i,K) = \^\{i,K)'-]^ 
(9) 
(10) 
where w,- is the volume of the unit rhombohedral cell. 
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The curly brackets are defined by 
\x y. {m-in,) 1/2 + ix y. 
where OTJ is the mass of the ion labelled i. It can be shown that I J 
X y 
(11) 
depend only on the 
type of the structure and not on the nature of the chemical compound. Sharan and Tewari 
(1964) have, for various wave vectors, tabulated I J 
X y 
for caesium chloride. In the 
present calculations the same have been taken from their work. The square brackets for 







( ^ • = 1 , 2 ) 
3 Vj-
(Bj +2Aj) cos{TTq^) cos{TTqy) cos{-rrq^) 
= - r — i^i - A,) sin(779i) sin(77^j,) cos(779,,) 
{i ^ j) 
[i ^ i) 
(12) 
where q^, qy and q^ are numbers such that 
|^,i = |P , | /10, | P a | < 5 , oi = x,y,z (13) 







Bo "^"^ V A J 
where AQ and B^ represent the values of A and 5 at 0 °K. The values of Aj and B, have 
been evaluated for ten different volumes, corresponding to which ten values of gj have 
been taken between 1-00 and 1-27 at intervals of 0-03; the highest value of ,^- = 1-27 is 
fixed from the observed thermal expansion near the melting point of caesium bromide 
(Mellor 1963). The parameters Aj and B, are related to each other by the relations 
(15) 
At 0 °K the values of the different constants given by Born and Huang (1956) for caesium 
bromide are a. = 1-7627, r^ = 3-665 x 10"^ cm and /SQ = 6-lOx 10"^^ cm^ dyn~^. The 
above data, together with the two conditions mentioned earlier, yield 
p = 0-3034 xlO-« cm, AQ = - a / 3 V 3 = -0-3393 , SQ = 4-0988. 
For a general survey of the problem and to save the enormous labour in evaluating the 
frequencies, the first Brillouin zone is divided into 5 x 5 x 5 equal parts. It means that 
each of the present mesh now contains eight of the meshes used earlier by Sharan and 
Tewari. X y for the various phase points are taken directly from the work of Sharan 
and Tewari, and the curly brackets | } are evaluated for all the ten volumes. It is seen 
\x y] 
that if the repulsive part is calculated from the equations given earlier, at higher volumes 
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(for g values = 1-18 and above), some of the eigenvalues for the phase point (210) are 
negative, i.e. the frequencies are imaginary. Even the use of the values of 
p = 0-333 X 10-8 cm and 0-365 x IQ-^ cm 
given, respectively, by Born and Huang (1956) and May (1937) do not improve the 
situation. 
The occurrence of the imaginary frequencies for a particular value oi g implies that the 
lattice becomes unstable for this and higher values of g. Since these ratios, for which the 
roots of the secular matrix are negative for certain wave vectors, are less than the observed 
g near the melting point, it implies that the caesium bromide crystal becomes unstable 
long before its melting point is reached. This is a conclusion which is contrary to the 
predictions of earlier workers (Verma and Dayal 1963, Fiirth 1945), according to which 
the theoretical melting point should be higher than the experimental one. Physically it 
means that the real form of the potential function is such that the distance between the 
minimum and the point of inflection of the potential energy curve is greater than that 
which exists in the form of the potential energy considered by us. It is worth while to 
consider the various other forms of the potential energy functions, with a view to selecting 
the one which would remove this discrepancy. Some of the known forms of the potential 
function which can be tried are 
( i ) ^ ( r ) = + 8 B r - " (16) 
r 
2 
(ii) <f>{r) = - — + 8 C r " e x p ( - r A ) (17) 
r 
a.e^ C D / r\ 
(iii) ^^r) = - + 8 i e x p - - (18) 
ae'^ C D /r.+r_—r\ /2r,~a'r\ (iv) ^ ( , ) = +c^_bMtxpl-^ + i C ^ ^ 6 M ' e x p - ^ 
r r^ r^ \ p^_ } \ /o++ / 
+ 4C__ iM 'exp ( 1 (19) 
where the various constants are determined by standard methods or taken from standard 
works. The second form is the familiar Wasestjerna potential energy function if we put 
n = 1. It has also been tried for w = —2 and + 2 . The fourth is a potential energy 
function used recently by Douglas (1963). None of these potential energy functions has 
any significant effect. One might think that the inclusion of the next-nearest neighbours 
might improve the result. This was tried with the potential energy function given by 
Douglas, but even that proved to be a vain attempt. 
All the failures and a careful analysis of the problem show that the contribution of the 
attractive term should be larger than that which has been considered so far. Since the 
constants of most of the non-coulombic terms are empirical in nature and the values 
obtained by different workers (Douglas 1963, Born and Huang 1956) differ greatly from 
each other, it will not be very illogical if one of the important attractive terms is increased 
by an arbitrary factor. The most significant contribution to the attractive terms arises 
from the van der Waals forces; they, however, form a small part of the total energy but 
change rapidly with the lattice separation. Our approach also gains support from the work 
of May (1937) and Born and Mayer (1932) on caesium chloride. According to May, the 
van der Waals and the dipole-quadrupole terms have to be multiplied by a factor of 7 to 
obtain the proper heat of transition of caesium chloride. Born and Mayer found it necessary 
to multiply these terms by a factor of 2, in order to explain the fact that the caesium chloride 
type of lattice is more stable than the sodium chloride type at 0 °K. In the present case the 
van der Waals term and the dipole-quadrupole term have been multiplied by a factor of 3. 
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^^- + 8^exp(-^) 
(20) 
Thus the following expression for the potential energy has been used: 
ae^ 3C 3Z) 
'^ ('') = - v " 7^ ~ 
In the above expression C and D are the dipole-dipole and the dipole-quadrupole 
force constants, and these are of the form 
C = S^C^ _ + 5e'{KC+ ^ + C_ _)} (21) 
'D = Ssd^_+Sa'{l{d^^+d^.)} (22) 
where ^g, S^, etc., are numbers depending upon the type of the lattice, and C+_, C+ + , 
C_ _, ^+ _, </+ +, ^_ _ are constants arising from the interaction between the various 
types of ions; the suffixes indicate the signs of the interacting ions. It may be emphasized 
that, in the expression (20), the long-range Coulomb part has been summed for the entire 
lattice, whereas the contributions of all other terms have been taken only up to the nearest 
neighbours 
now consists of four parts, coulombic, repulsive. The total coupling coefficient X y 
van der Waals and dipole-quadrupole terms. The sum of the last two parts can be repre-
sented as . I n order to calculate these, two new parameters are introduced, which 
\_x y\ 
are defined as fo lows: 
f! J ' = _ 1 p(3C+_/rH3^+_/0 
Vj \ dr 
r=r, 




r = V] 
t J 
X y 





^ I exp(2' 
X yl 
•niK.r^}) 
excluding i = j , and, if one considers only the eight nearest-neighbour interactions, it 










•(B/ + 2A/)B,^ ( ^ = 1 , 2 ) 
= - — (B/ + 2A/) cosinq^} cos{7Tqy) cos^rrq^) 








The inclusion of the additional attractive terms modifies the equation (14). If we apply the 
condition of equilibrium, the following relations between r^, p, etc., are obtained: 
SVSe' 0.6 2 18C 24D 
A, = —+—-+-
and 







ae2/?-o+18C/ro6 + 24Z)/ro^ 
Substituting a = 17627, C = 2070x 10-*^° erg cm^ and D = 3600x IQ-'^s gj-g cm^ f^om 
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the work of Mayer (1933), one obtains p = 0-40194x 10"^ cm for caesium bromide. 
Using the new values of p, AQ, BQ, the repulsive coupling coefficients and the total coupling 
coefficients were calculated once again. The frequencies now obtained are real for all the 
wave vectors and for all the ^ 's . 
The expression 
V 3 / - 18C 24D 
P . . = • St 
3_/ 
8r/ I ae2+- -+-
•+3V3eMA (30) 
has been used for determining the static pressures. The thermal pressures at a particular 
volume have been evaluated in the temperature range 100-1050 °K, and the procedure has 
been repeated for nine volumes. All these calculations were computed at the Institute of 
Agricultural Research Statistics, New Delhi, using the IBM 1620 Model I I electronic 
computer. The data were then used for plotting the isotherms, for isobaric coefficients of 
thermal expansion and isothermal compressibilities. 
3. Results and discussion 
In figure 1 the isotherms of the present work, i.e. the (P, g) curves for different tempera-
tures, have been plotted. Some of the isotherms show a minimum and the usual trend of 
112 118 
Figure 1. Isotherms for caesium bromide. 
intersecting the axis of zero pressure twice. This feature appears in the work of all the 
earlier workers. The higher volume is usually associated with the formation of the liquid 
phase where the present theory is not applicable. The condition of equilibrium at any 
temperature is 
_ _ / ^ \ 
Thus the distance of the point from the origin, where the isotherm at a particular tempera-
ture intersects the axis of zero pressure, gives the equilibrium volume of the crystal at the 
particular temperature. Again, the value of the slope of the isotherm at the point where it 
intersects the axis of zero pressure is a measure of the isothermal compressibility of the 
crystal, i.e. 
PT = 
1 dv ' 
P = 0,V = VT 
According to the theory advanced by Herzfeld and Mayer, the melting point is defined 
as the temperature of the isotherm which touches the axis of zero pressure. This definition 
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leads to a melting point of 1025 °K for caesium bromide. This is about 13% higher than 
the experimentally determined melting point, which is 909 °K. Though this definition of 
the melting point is still in use, as is evident from some of the recent literature (Tripathi 
1963, Verma and Dayal 1963), it may be remarked that it is very unsatisfactory. The 
consequence of the definition is that {8PI8v)j, = 0 at the melting point, i.e. the compres-
sibility is infinite. We know definitely that there is no liquid with infinite compressibility. 
Hence, truly speaking, at best this temperature corresponds to the critical state where the 
crystal is being transformed into the vapour or the gaseous state. The use of a better 
definition of the melting point is required. 
Knowing the equilibrium volume from the isotherms at P = 0 for various temperatures, 
one can determine the thermal expansion at any temperature from the (P, v) curve. 
Figure 2 gives a comparative plot of the theoretical and the experimental thermal 
expansions at various temperatures. The experimental data on caesium have been taken 
from the work of Pathak and Pandya (1960), Krishnan and Srinivasan (1956) and Johnson, 
Agron and Bredig (1955). The theoretical values of the present work are lower than the 
experimental values at lower temperatures, and this diff^erence increases progressively at 
higher temperatures. 
X I0~° 100 xlQ-'^ lZ-
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Figure 2. Thermal expansion of 
caesium bromide: authors' 
theoretical curve; experi-
mental points from the work of 
Pathak and Pandya (1960) and 
Krishnan and Srinivasan (1956); 
X X X Johnson et al. 
(1955). 
400 600 
Figure 3. Isothermal compressibility of 
caesium bromide: authors' theoretical 
curve; experimental points from the 
work of Kanrov et al. (1963); x x x 
Marshall a961). 
In figure 3 the experimental and the present values of the compressibilities have been 
plotted against temperature. The experimental data have been taken from the works of 
Kanrov, Tatarchenkov and Stepanov (1963) and Marshall (1961). 
It might be mentioned that the present approach is only a first approximation to the 
truth. A more accurate theory should include second- and, if necessary, higher-neighbour 
interactions, the polarization and the anharmonic efl^ects. Polarization effects have been 
considered in their shell model by Cowley et al. (1963) and in his deformation dipole model 
by Hardy (1962). The application of the shell model has to wait until sufficient experimental 
data are available to eliminate a number of constants occurring in it. Hardy's model 
apparently has some direct bearing on the present subject, as he tried to solve the problem 
of instability confronted earlier by Lyddane and Herzfeld (1938) in the case of sodium 
chloride. However, the instability and the two values of the reststrahlen frequencies are 
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the inherent weaknesses of Lyddane and Herzfeld's model; they have been discussed in 
detail by Kellermann and do not occur in his model. Dr. Dayal's group (Verma and 
Dayal 1963, 1964, Deo and Dayal 1964) has done calculations on sodium chloride structures 
using Kellermann's model; they do not find, even at high temperatures, any instability 
problem of the type reported by us for caesium bromide. This is the new feature of 
our work. Hardy has not considered the temperature effects. In his work the stability 
at room temperature is obtained by changing the values of polarizability, and there is no 
guarantee that the same values of polarizability would explain the results right up to the 
melting point. Further, one has to be judicious enough in using suitable values for certain 
parameters like ajji) and h{K) occurring in Hardy's paper, which have been assumed to 
be equal to zero. Here again the subject has been approached in two different ways inde-
pendently by Fletcher (1961) and by Hooton (1955). According to Verma and Dayal 
(1963), Fletcher's results on the isotherms for specific heat and the compressibility of 
sodium chloride are unrealistic. The above criticism does not seem to be applicable to 
Hooton's method. Work on a more accurate theory, which takes into account the higher-
neighbour interaction polarization and the anharmonic effects, and which is free from the 
objections raised regarding the earlier work, is in progress. 
It may be added in conclusion that the cohesive energy calculations using equation (20) 
give good agreement with the observed value. To a first approximation, the points in 
favour of using the potential function given by equation (20) are that it gives satisfactory 
values of cohesive energy, keeps the crystal stable up to melting point and does not lead 
to imaginary frequencies. 
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